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Heads—Up for
Local School
Districts

|

— For the first time, the U.S, De—
partment of Education has explic—
— itly extended to Lesbians and Gays
— Title IX protections against sexual
harassment.
Prompting the move:. Openly
Gay student Willi Wagner and his
parents, who charged that the
Fayetteville, Ark., school system
did nothing after other students had
beaten him.
— The district agreed to overhaul
its policies, train staff and inform
them that Lesbian and Gay students —
_ are covered under Title IX, which
bars sexual harassment.
—
Schools must comply with Title
IX to obtain federal funding. At
issue, said Kate Frankfurt of the
Gay, Lesbian and Straight Educa—
tion Network (GLSEN), are student
safety and, potentially, a lot of lo—
cal school district tax money.
Courts have awarded significant
damages to students targeted for
being Gay, she said, including
~ Jamie Nabozny‘s ground—breaking
case, which won the Wisconsin
high school alum almost $900,000.
Frankfurt said, "The majority of
school districts do not have poli—
cies in place that specifically men—
tion sexual orientation, like race
and gender."
_ Not Your Usual
"Olympics _

Church Halts
Giving Because
of Gay Issue
NASHVILLE,Tenn.
(AP)—A
United
Methodist
Church
congre—
gation
in
Tennessee
is
withholding
an estimated
$15,000ormore
from
the
denomination
because
of
the
denominational
policy
about
ho—
mosexuality.
. United Methodist
East
End
Church
in Savannah,
Tenn.,Method—
is the
first
in
the
state‘s
United
ist Savannahchurch
fellowship to takeleaders
such action.
say the
denomination
does
not
condemn
homosexuality
stronglyteaches
enough:Bo—
The
denomination
is incompatible
with
by Grant Loss mosexuality
Christian
teaching
but
homosexu—
have awarded about $480,000 to lem for all the agencies involved.
By Allen Cook
als, nevertheless, are people ofsa—
several agencies and is designed to
It is speculated that Family Ser— cred worth. East End church
people living with AIDS in vices, Inc. may receive the primary
FriendsForLife,
Memphis‘
first assist
leaders believe
thesay denomination
obtaining housing. Apparently the funding under HOPWA and that
organization
to
deal
with
the
issue
teaching
should
also
that ho—re—
second—round offunding has by— the Southwest Mental Health Cen—
ofAIDS
in
both
the
Gay
and
non—
mosexuality
is
a
sin
requiring
Friends for Life altogether. ter may receive what Midtown for—
Gay ancommunities,
is threatened passed
pentance.
:
Friends for Life requestedabout merly received.
with
substantial
lossoffunding.
"It‘s
not
a
Gay—bashing
thing,"
$250,000 in second—round funding.
In addition to the tangible ser— said Kirk Crotts, a lay leaderatthe —
Three
grants
totaling
hundreds
The HOPWA grant is a federal vices provided for people with
ofingthousands
of
dollars
and
fund—
church
near the Mississippi—Ala—
grant which was formerly awarded AIDS, the HOPWA grant funded
at
least
five
positions
may
be
bama
border.
j
to and administered by Midtown three professional case manager
pulledduetolackofstrategicplan—
"We‘reall
ailing
in
onecategory
Mental Health. Friends For Life positions at Friends For Life. Since
ning,
inadequate
personnel
quali—
ofsin
oranother.
Buthomosexual—
acted as a subcontractor in quali— the grant money is required to be
fications
and
lack
ofreporting.
ity
is
one
ofthe
things
inTheBible
the Bible _
fying applicants and dispensing used in providing services for per—
A
major
federal
grant
from
the
we
haveto
standfirm
on.
services under the grant.
sons with AIDS, it is unclear says it‘s an abomination."
DepartmentofHousingandUrban
Midtown Mental Health with— whether the grantee would subcon—
Development(HUD)calledHous—
Nashville
area
bishop Ken
drew its application for this year‘s tract with Friends For Life or sim—
ingOpportunitiesforPersonsWith
Carder
said
withholding
the
funding, citing its inability to ply establish its own program.
AIDS
(HOPWA)
apparently
will
money,
or
apportionment,
only
"front" the money needed to ad——
Another large federal grant, the punishes themanyministriesofthe
notbeawardedtoFriendsForLife' minister
the grant. Getting the Ryan WhiteFund is also in trouble.
asexpected.
denomination.
Sources tell TJN that the first— _ money to actually flow in a timely According to a letter sent to Friends
~ About 170peopleattendweekly
round grant application for 1999 manner after the start of the grant For Life Executive Director Tom worship at the church.
funding was late. The grant would period has been a continuing prob—
See FFL on page 7
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Competitors from cities across
the U.S. in events ranging from
bridge to body—building, as well as
more traditional sports such as
swimming, skating and track, are
Meristem to Close after Eight Years
converging on Amsterdam for the —
5th Gay Games, from Aug. 1—8.
Meristem, Memphis‘ only femi— well as a retail outlet for books and Meristem sponsored awide range
Billed as the world‘s largest ath— nist bookstore and resource center, other items ranging from unique _ of events including a popular con—
will close its doors Aug. 30 after artwork by local artists to political cert series, art shows and work—
— letic event, the Gay Games are held
almost eight years of providing bumper stickers.
once every four years. This year,
5
§ shops.
E
:
$
"books and more to women an
they also will include an open—air
In addition to providing. an ar—
Despite Meristem‘s popularity
their friends."
&
film festival. —
ray of book—related services, Mer— and the support of a devoted and
— The Gay Games are unique for
Meristem, founded by Audrey istem quickly became a center for diverse customer base, in the mid—
May and Vickie Scarborough in the Memphis area women‘s com— 1990s the impact of multinational
their emphasis on full and equal
participation by all athletes includ—
September, 1990, to provide femi— munity and served as a referral superstores and onlinemegastores
nist books and gifts in a woman—. source for community members made thefinancialsituation for
ingolder and differently—abled par—
centered environment, grew to and local media on feminist, Les— small, community—based feminist
ticipants, and because most are not
— full—time athletes but enthusiastic
become a much—loved and heavily— bian/Gay and other issues. A cata— bookstores increasingly difficult.
See Meristem on page 7
amateurs.
used community resource center as lyst for feminist activities, _
Thousands of athletes from al—
most every state are taking part—
many
at
great
personal Jaguars and Haze
expense—and they all have stories
to tell about what the Gay Games
mean to them.
+
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<
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Headéd To —
Gay Softball World Series
Two Gayare softball
teams
from place
whosethem
experience
andabilities
sible. Hopefully,
thatofffor
tournament
"Memphis
set
toplay
in
Atlanta
there.
B
division
play—
exposure
will
pay
both
the
week
of
Aug.
10
in
the
Gay
ers
do
not
have
the
depth
and
con—
teams
when
they
répresent
Mem—
SoftballSt. HazeandJ—Wag‘sJaguars
World Series. The Au— sistency
oftheplenty
A levelofbuttalent.
are alsoC phis. The Haze team will be enter— —
tumn
loaded
with
ing
thecompete
B Division
andC Division.
the Jaguars . |
teams
are
represented
with
a
more
teams
earned
the
honor
by
finish—
will
in
the
ing firstregular
and second
respectively
recreational
level ofplaydrivebutofwith
Theorganized
Gay Softballin 1977
WorldbySeries
during
league
play.
—
the
same
competitive
the
was
the
This
week—longtournamentwill
other
two
upper
level
divisions.
North
American
Gay
Amateur
have approximately
125showcasing
teams and —into
Thewomen‘s
divisions
aredivided — AthleticAssociation (NAGAAA).
2,500
softball
players
Competitive
and
Alternative
It is a nonprofit
international
or—
the
best
teams
from
around
the
US
,
groups,
ganization
comprised
of
men
and
and Canada.
All3 categories—A,B
"open" teams arc gearing
Both uplocalfor teams
haveall been
women
dedicated
tothepromoting
divided
into
the
series
year
amateur
athletics
for
Gay and30
and
C
and
a
Women‘s
Division
is
by
playing
in
tournaments
within
lesbian
community.
Currently.
Adivision teams
are the Southeast part of the country, cities make up the membership of
— alsofeatured.
those with exceptional
players
gainingasmuchexperienceaspos— — NAGAAA inthe U.S: andCanada.
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‘After the March: The Real Work Begins
has focused on education and grassroots
By Jim D. Maynard
out and educate Memphis about Gay/
political organizing.
or NGLTF, but after discussing the idea
Lesbian issues. We should put some of
They
publish
a
lot
of
useful
with several people, I think Memphis
Across the country, Gays and Lesbi—
stuff
in—
our money and time into the causes and
cluding
a
campus
organiz
ans have held their annual Gay pride
needs
ing
manual
a locally based political organiza—
and
groups that are fighting for our rights. .
a
"Fight
the
Right"
Action
Kit.
marches as wedid here in Memphis.
You
3
tion.
can
. And, we should do what our opposi—
join
NGLTF
online
at
their
It‘s
websit
The "Gay community" has lots of
been
a
e
long
time since Memphis
tion has done, use the most powerful and
(http:/
/www.ng
ltf.org
)
or
marches and parades, and they are im—
had
by
writing
a
Gay/Les
bian
political
organization.
effective weapon to fight for what we
them
(2320
17th
St
NW,
Washin
portant and meaningful events, but too
Memphi
gton
s
DC
has
a
lot
of
religiou
s and
_believe—become politically active.
20009).
often all we do is march and go home.
social
Gay
organiza
tions,
but
not
a po—
Don‘t cover your ears and start
The
newer
and
largest
litical
Gay/Les
I‘ ve done it myself the past few years,
one.
bian
}
§
screaming; becoming "politically active"
poitical
organiz
ation
is
There
the
burnt out from youthful activism and
Human
is
no
united
voice
in
Memphi
Simply means exercising your rights as
Rights Campaign (HRC). HRC has pri— for Gay rights or an organized opposi—s
now so busy working
;
.
a citizen of this
marily focused on lobbying Congress on tion to the many religious right organi—
that I haven‘t prac‘
country—vote,
Gay
rights issues, and sponsors the an— zations fighting against us..
ticed what I use to
and
keep
in
con—
nual
"Comin
Out Day."
preach about being . | V
We need to educate the Memphis
IEWPOINTS tact with your In the past,gHRC
hasprim
communi
arily
worked
ty, monitor the religious right
political involved. —
elected represen— at the national level but has recently be— organizations,
and offer a political voice
When we get so
tatives so they come involved in statewide political for Gay/Lesbianr
< wrapped up in work
%
as
will notjust hear struggles over issues like same—sex mar— One idea wouldights.
and our personal lives, we can become «from
be
to
form
to Gay/Lesbian riage in Hawaii and overturning anti—Gay phis Gay/Lesbian Task Force toa Mem—
part of the problem and not part of the rights.those opposed
begin
;
f state referendums.
f
the process of building such an organi— _
solution to injustices. I‘ve decided to get What can WE\%do?
HRC is also trying to do more zation. We would hold informal meet—
offmy behind and get involved this year, First, join one of the national organi—
grassroo
ts organizing like the NGLTF. ings to discuss these issues and share our
and I would like to encourage others to zationsfighting for Gay/Lesbian rights,
You
can
join HRC online at their web ideas, then we can collectively decide
join me. One annual Gay parade in a for about thesameprice as one night of
.
site
(http:/
/www.hre.org) or by writing — what kind of organization we need in
small section ofmidtown Memphis is not bar—hopping. The oldest Gay/Lesbian
going to do the job of fighting for Gay/
organization is the National Gay
Lesbian equality in Memphis or Tennes— &rights
Lesbian
Force (NGLTF), formed
see or the UnitedStates. We should not in 1973 outTask
of
the
political struggles of
let our pride and our enthusiasm end with the late 60s and early
Opinions expressed in editorials,
70s. For a long
the Gay Pride Parade.
time, NGLTF was about the only na—
commentaries and letters
We should build upon the media ex— tional
Gay/Les
bian
organiza
tion
in
this.
posure and sense of community we feel
are those of the authors.
It primarily served as a voice
at the Pride Parade and do more to reach country.
for Gays and Lesbians nationally, and
them (1101 14th Street NW, Suite 200, Memphis and how to organize it.
While I would like hear from everyone in—
Washington DC 20005).
there are some differences as well as terested in this idea. Iwill arrange
a meet—
some overlap in the approaches of the ing of everyone who contacts me
and
HRC and NGLTF, both are good orga— then we can make more concrete plans.
nizations and need our support. We need Ifyouare interested and have some
—
to do some grassroots organizing right or suggestions, please contact me,ideas
Jim
here in Memphis too. I have considered Maynard, by phone (327—2677) or
trying to form a local chapter ofone HRC jmaynard2@earthlink.net. _ e—mail
— «

GATEwAY TRAVEL
IN OVERTON SQUARE
— Your Gateway To Gay &HLesbian Travel
Full Service Agency
No Administrative orTicketing
Fees
Free Corporate Delivery of tickets
Lowest Available Fare at Ticketing
24 Hour Problem Resolution
Extended Hours of Operation
Superior Customer Service

lGlTA
International Gay & Lesbian Travel Association

®

GA Y OWNED & OPERATED
Gateway Travel
2090 Ove:
\A ana
Memphw, ... vo0104
f

(901)276-3388
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Religious Cohsefvatives’AdsCalI for “Healing-5? of Homosexuals
sexuals as unhappy, self—destruc—
The
ads
""fly
in
the
face
ofscien—
By
Joseph
Schuman
tive
who are committing —
tific
fact
and
areat
odds
with
what
Associated Press Writer we know from biological and psy— "sexualpeople
sin."
They also praise Senate Major—
chological
science,"
said
Dean
WASHINGTON
(AP)—
In
a
ity
Leader Trent Lott, R—Miss., and
Hamer,
a
geneticist
at
the
National
campaign
supporting
the
remarks
football
player Reggie White, who
Institutes
ofHealth.
ofreligious
some Republican
lawmakers,
_
have
denounced
homosexuality as
"Their
motivation
is
one
of.
conservatives
this
week
.
a
sin,
for
speaking
"the truth"in the
prejudice
rather
than
trying
to
be
paid
for
a
series
ofnational
news—
face
of
criticism.
Lott
was recently
toads,anybody,"
Hamerbysaid.
paper
adsleaveurging
Gays
and Leshi— helpful
slammed by Gay rights groups,
The
sponsored
such
ans
to
their
homosexuality
many Democrats and even mem—
groups
as
the
Christian
Coalition
and The
"let theads,realin healing
begin."
bers of his own party for compar—
and
the
Family
Research
Council,
The
New
York:
ing homosexuality to alcoholism
cite
"thousands
of
ex—Gays"
as
Times,
The
Washington
Post
and
and kleptomania.
proof
Gays
and
Lesbians
are
ca—
USA
Today,
have
angered
both
Other congressional Republi—
pable
of"leaving
theirhomosexual
Gay
rights
groups,
who‘
say
they
cans
have made similar remarks,
identity
for
sexual
celibacy,
and
promote
discrimination,
and
and
Rep.
Joel Hefley, R—Colo., has
even
marriage."
medical
researchers,
who
say
ho—
proposed
a measure that would
Recounting
the
tale
ofa
"former
mosexuality
is
neitheracondition
block
President
Clinton‘s order
or disorder that requires healing. — Lesbian," theiads describe homo—a barring job discrimination
against
homosexual federal workers.
before the elections. —...
"The extreme right has been
very effective in using anti—Gay
rhetoric for years as a cash cow,"
Birch said.
The ads, she said, "are filled
with pseudo—science and out—and—
out lies. Gay people are just as
likely to be happy as the popula—
tion as a whole."
The American Psychiatrlc As—
sociation does not consider homo—
sexuality a disorder and said in its
fact sheet on theissue that there is
no published scientific evidence

supporting attempts to change a
person from a homosexual orien—
tation to a heterosexual orientation.
"The major effect (of such ads)
has to do with stigmatizing a group
of people and also implying that it‘s
an illness when it isn‘t," said Ed—
ward Hanin, chairman of the
association‘s council on national ®
affairs.
Folger said the fact that the
thousands of people cited in the ads
did in fact change counts as scien—
tific proof.
:

Wrong Number Is a

Headache For Alabama

M.A.G. Y.
Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peersupport and discussion group
Call: 355—MAGY
email: uja—duban@cc.memphis.edu
website: www.geocities.com/westhollywood/1772/
Clean—upSale

LEE§ CARPET
C
Carpet=
Upholstery
3=

CARK _
Trucks = Car Interiors

Clean
*** Steam
Pretreat
Deoderizer
* Disinfectant

* Furniture Moved
* Stain Removal
* Rust Removal
*—Pet
Odor Control
&
[
Carpetauaro Avaitasie
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
24 Hour Service
327—6165
FREE ESTIMATES

LEE WATSON
Owner

"When you are buying or selling a home,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."
Randy Wildor
Randy Wilder
725—1818 Home
533—0620 Pager
278—4380 Office ©
SsOWELL & COMPANY
Ro +> Eos oAls sit aO. "R "§
f

54 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
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Janet Folger, national director of
the Center for Reclaiming America
and the coordinator of the ads, said
they had no political purpose, and
their aim was to thank Lott, White
gandothers and to protect what she
said was their right to free speech.
"Ifyou look to see what has hap—
pened to virtually everyone who
has spoken up in public on this is—
sue, they have been shouted down,
name—called, treated with hostility
that would not be tolerated" if it
was aimed at homosexuals, Folger
said.
"There‘s an anti—Christian big—
otry trying to silence those who

disagree," she said. "It‘s a far cry
from tolerance."
The ads were boughtat a time
when Republican leaders have
come under increased pressure
from conservatives like Christian
broadcaster James Dobson of Colo—
rado Springs, the Family Research
Council‘s Gary Bauer andothers
to adhere to theso—called family
values of their core constituency.
Republicans hold a narrow ma—
jority in the House and cannot af—
ford to have conservatives — their
~ most active voters — stay away
from the polls in the elections this
fall.
Elizabeth Birch, director of Hu—
man Rights Campaign, a Gay rights
group, accused religious conserva—
tives of timingthe ads to raisefunds
BGs
/
T HE

Contractor

Griffin and apologized when he
learned of the mistake.
The ad, paid for by a coalition
of conservative and Christian—right
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
sponsors of a full—page New York groups, shows the photo of the
woman, Anne Paulk, and tells her
Times ad wanted to tell homosexu—
story.
als how faith can make them
"Recently, several prominent
straight. But a misprinted toll—free
people
like (Senate Majority
number had the phones ringing off
Leader) Trent Lott, Reggie White
the hook at the offices of an Ala—
and Angie and Debbie Winans
bama electrical contractor.
have spoken out on homosexual—
"A lot of them had an attitude,"
ity ... calling it a sin," says the ad.
Byron Griffin said of the 50 or so
"When I was living as a Lesbian I
people who telephoned his com—
didn‘t
like hearing words likethat."
pany.
sae.
ha
The callers were responding to __ © Davies said Exodusha
By Ronald Powers
Associated Press Writer

_ <anewspaper adfeaturinga woman

whosays she‘s a former Lesbian
who through faith in God and
prayer became a loving wife and
mother.
Because of a mistake by the or—
ganization sponsoring the ad, Exo—
dus International, a number that
~ should have begun 888— appeared
in Monday‘s Times with an 800
. prefix instead.
"It‘s strange for Dothan, Ala
to be involved in this kind of
thing," said Griffin, a vice presi—
dent of the electrical contracting
company. "We‘re not as liberal
here as they arein New York City."
Bob Davies, head of the Seattle— ©
based Exodus, said he telephoned

MEMPHI GAY & LESBIAN
COMMUNITY CENTER
Proudly Supports

Memphis Redbirds
Join us on Saturday, August 22"" at 6:05 p.m.
R
for =
—
j
Memphis Redbirds vs. Vancouver Angels
The

Tickets are $4 in advance
and can be purchased at:
Star Search Video
In The Grove
Bliss Salon
Tickets can also be purchased
at the gate for $5. Gates open at 5 p.m.

‘Igeted $200,000 for the campalgn

Similar ads, with the correct tele—
phone number, were planned for
other newspapers.
Sponsors of the ad included the
Family Research Council, the
Christian Coalition and Americans
for Truth About Homosexuality.
Davies described Exodus as an
umbrella group for organizations
that "help men and women deal
with homosexuality in a Christian
way."
Elizabeth Birch, spokeswoman
for the Human Rights Campaign,
the nation‘s largest Gay and Les—
bian advocacy group, said her or—
ganization would respond with its
own newspaper ad.
— "Nobody wants to denigrate this
woman‘s story, but the fact is, it
doesn‘ reflectthe vast majority of
experiences of Gay people in
America," she said. "It also per—
petuates the myth that Gay people
are not people of faith."

Sharon Wray
August 20
We won‘t tell you
how old she is, but it‘s the
first time the number has
started witha "6"
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Providing you with
soothing., comfortable
treatment
§
Exiitel beet!

swollen

gums,

business.
we do

is

our

Best of all

it with

a

.

soft,

gentle tOUCh
We are a young and growing dental

unsightly stains and bad breath...
These say..
are messages
your teeth _
which
We need from
hep!
practice which prides itself on

,
wr s
fairnessand open—mindedness.
Make your teeth feel good again!
|
f
|
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen. —

_ WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
|
— General Dentistry _
776 Mt. Moriah Rd. e Memphis, TN 381 17—5350
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Lesbian

Wins" Landmark Custody Case——
"Our lawyer wanted us to
daughter," Finn said. "Now we can
These
research
studies
by
the
downplay
that we had a
be
a
family
again—
without
look—
American Psychiatric Association ing over our shoulders all the time." Holy Union,thebutfactI knew
the judge
(APA) compared children raised in "I think this is what did it," was a spiritual man. I didn‘t
think
the homes of homosexual and het— Isham added as she tapped her he‘d ignore our spiritual commit—
erosexual parents and revealed wedding band outside the court— ment—our marriage—to each
there was no difference in the house.
children‘semotional development, Finn and Isham formalized their other."
In the same ruling, the judge
sexual"Weidentity
or—self—esteem.
gave
of Finn‘s 16—
relationship
in
a
Holy
Union
com—
never in a million years mitment ceremony May 21 at the year—oldsolesoncustody
to the father, but re—

Mother

LEBANON, TN — Pat Finn,
an openly Lesbian mother, was
awarded daughter
sole custody
of2 inherWil—8—
year—old
July
son County court.
?
This is only the second docu—
mented case in Tennessee history
where a Lesbian has won such a
custody trial against a hetero—
sexual
Judgefather.
Robert_ E. Hamilton also
ended
a 14—month—old
courtcurfew
order
that imposed
an 8:30 p.m.
on Finn and her partner Roxanne
Isham.
Until July 2, the two women
were
notallowed
toanyseeeach
other
after
8:30
p.m.
on
night
Finn
had custody of her daughter,
which was 12 outofevery 14days.
Isham had to move out oftheir
home and set up a second resi—
dence nearby. In his ruling, Judge
Hamilton stated that, while he did
not understand Finn and Isham‘s
relationship,
he would
treat
them differently
than anynot other
married
couple.. would notstop
He statedthathe
Isham
in with
Finn andfromhermoving
daughter.backThejudge
said he was influenced by evi—
dence presented by psychologist
Dr. Ray Potts.

FFL
Continued frompage 1
Roden,
Ryan
Whitethemoney
isclient
be—
ing
held
up
because
FFL
services directorrequired
does notto adminis—
meet the
qualifications
ter the funds. Kim Chappel re—
cently
replaced
Carol
DunnandasFFL
client
services
director
not hold the required degreedoes
and
level of experience as Mrs. Dunn
did. RyanWhite guidelines require
amaster‘s degree and two years of
Meristem |
Continued from page 1
In addition, the owner, Audrey
May, decided to pursue other ca—
reer options. After careful delibera—
tion, Meristem owner and staff
have decided to cease operations
as a retail business on Aug. 30.
In celebration of a great eight
years in Memphis, Meristem will
mark its passing with a "going
away" party from 5 to 9 p.m. on
Fri., Aug. 14. Owner Audrey May
will make a brief farewell remarks
~ at 7 p.m. The party will kick off a
"going out of business sale" which
will last through Aug. 30. All in—
ventory as well as store fixtures
will be for sale. The public in in—
vited to join Meristem staff and
regular customers for the party and
sale.
During its eight years in busi—
ness, Meristem hosted numerous
events and book signings, most no—
tably the first Memphis appear—
ances of Pulitizer Prize—winning

0thought we‘d be able to live to—
gether and keep custody of my

Unity Church in Donelson, Tenn.

that Finn and Isham be barred from
showing any kind of physical af—
fection in front of the daughter.
The only restrictions placed on
Isham were that she cannot be
present at the neutral site where the
father picks up the daughter for his
visitation, and that —obviously—
she cannot sleep in the same bed
with orbathe the child.

fused to grant the father‘s request

Different
Five Years Later, Another Judge Rules For
Lesbian Mother
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — A
Lesbian mother was awarded cus—
tody of her two children in the same
Virginia court where a judge re—
fused five years ago to grant an—
other Lesbian mother custody of
her son, according to the ACLU.
But the latest ruling came from
adifferent judge in the Henrico
County Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Court, officials at the
state chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union said. They said the
new ruling probably won‘ t have an
affect on the 1993 Sharon Bottoms
custody case.
Ms. Bottoms said July 21 that
she was happy for the mother in the
latest decision. Asked how she felt

about the same court that denied
her custody awarding it to another
Lesbian mother, she said, "I‘ve
been angry for five years."
On July 8, Judge Sharon
Breeden Will granted custody of an
8—year—old girl and a 6—year—old boy
to their mother after her former
husband challenged her living with
another woman.
The mother was representedby
attorneys Mary Bauer, former le—
gal director of the state ACLU, and
Susanne S. Shilling. The caseis
under seal, but Ms. Bauer acknowl—
edged the ruling in a phone inter—
view.
:
The father of the children, who,
like the mother, was not identified,

did not appeal the decision before
the appeal deadline passed July 20,
the ACLU said.
é
The mother said she and her
former husband split up in 1995,
and that she initially had custody
of the children. She said her sexu—
ality was not an issue in the di—
vorce, which became final in 1996.
Her partner moved in with her and
the children later that year, she said.
She said her husband sought
custody last fall after disagree—
ments arose about visitation. He
also raised the issue of the Lesbian
relationship and its effects on the
children, the mother said.
The ex—husband could not be
reached for comment.

In 1993, another judge in the
same court in the Richmond sub—
urb awarded custody of Sharon
Bottoms‘ son to Kay Bottoms,
Sharon Bottoms‘ mother, who
challenged her daughter‘s Lesbian
relationship. Judge William G.
Boice cited a 1986 Virginia Su—
preme Court decision that said ho—
mosexual parents are unfit.
In 1995, the state Supreme
Court left custody of Sharon Bot—
toms‘ son with the boy‘s grand—
mother and said judges could still
consider sexuality of the parent in
making custody decisions. But the
court said judges did not have to
declare homosexual parents unfit
for that reason.

are inadequate reporting and fail— been awarded to the agency for the
experience or a bachelor‘s degree Friends For Life case management
ure to move the food pantry distri— past several years.
and four years of experience. Ms. staff.
Employees of the agency have
bution from once—a—month to
A
third
grant
—
this
one
Chappel is a December 1997
been reassured that no layoffs are
twice—a—month allocations.
graduate of University of Memphis through the City of Memphis —
Earlier this year, Friends For imminent and that services will not
and served as an intern at Friends which funds the Friends For Life
Life
failed to apply for an $8,000 be affected in the short term.
Food Pantry is imperiled if proper
for Life during her senior year.
Federal
Emergency Management
paperwork
is
not
brought
up
to
Sources say that Friends For
Agency (FEMA) grant which had
Life has until mid—August to obtain date. Among the deficiencies cited
the services of a qualified person
to administer Ryan White funds.
The Ryan White grant funds an
additional two case management
Backstreet Memphis
positions at Friend For Life.
Loss of both grants would mean
the loss ‘of funding for the entire
author Alice Walker. In 1995, Mer—
istem published On Resurrecting
Roses, a collection of original writ—
ing by local women writers on the
theme of mothers and daughters,
edited by Meristem staffer Robin
Marvel.
Honored by groups as diverse as
Women of Achievement, the Mid—
South Peace and Justice Center and
Memphis Pride, Meristem was fea—
tured in national publications such
as Feminist Bookstore News, Pub—
lishers Weekly and Southern Liv—
ing, as well as numerous local
publications, including Profiles: A
Report on the Women and Girls of
Greater Memphis. Meristem pro—
vided artwork and other props used
in the filming of The Client. An
active member of the International
Feminist Bookstores Network,
Meristem participated in the annual
Feminist Bookstores Catalog and
other Network activities.
. Meristem‘s closing marks yet
another loss in the battle for a di—
versity of voices in the retail
bookselling marketplace.
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— We‘re renovating
__ our patio and
we‘re gonna
—
celebrate with a
ILuau Party
———
SUNDAY
AUG. 16
ComeGet Leid!
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more’ omethinq
2117
Peabody
Memphis,
TN
276Moke
Mee

One More Presents an Evening with
Maﬁa t
— _ Saturday, August 8th e Showtime 9 p.m.
PS. The Air Works!

Don't Forget Our New Number — 278—MORE (6673)
ThIS Month Come In and Buy a Block from Our Patio
Wall for $3 or 2 for $5. All Money Collected Will Go to

Lovmg Arms. So Let‘s Fill Up Our: Parklng Meter! —

Tuesday Darts — 8 p.m. ® Thursday Pool — 8 p.m.
Kitchen is Open — Call for Pick—up Orders

Let‘s Have an Ice Party!
Saturday, August 29th, 2 p.m. ‘til ?
$5 Donation at the Door Gets You
Beer Bust 3—7 p.m. or 1st Beer (If You Choose).
All money will go to fightbreast cancer
Get Wet in the Pool » Jell—O® Shooters
Food & Entertainment
The Flamingo Bar Will Be Open f
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Rep.

Barney Frank and

BOSTON (AP) —For nearly 1 1
years, they were Washington‘s
most prominent and influential ho—
mosexual couple.
But now U.S. Rep. Barney
Frank, D—Newton, and his partner,
Herb Moses, have split, ending an
era that opened the eyes of some
in Congress and the public to the
equal treatment of Gays and Les—
bians.
"They provided the definition
for how elected couples can serve
public life with dignity and authen—
ticity," said Kerry Lobel, executive
director for the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force. "They did it
in ways nobody had done before,
and they accepted nothing less than
other elected couples should ac—
cept."
Frank, 58, said in a telephone
interview July 3 that the reason for
the relationship‘s end "is nobody‘s
business."
He added that he and Moses

Partner Split

split amicably. The two never held
a marriage ceremony, Frank said.
Their Washington townhouse is
now for sale.
Moses, 41, who moved out of
their home and left an executive
position at the Federal National
Mortgage Association to open a
pottery studio, could not be reached
for comment.
§
During the summer of 1987 —
after allegations that he had had a
relationship with Steven Gobie, a
male prostitute — Frank acknowl—
edged his homosexuality publicly.
Frank and Moses formed a part—
nership, and often appeared insepa—
rable during the decade, attending
White House dinners and other
state functions.
Moses. was the first partner of
an openly Gay member of Con—
gress to receive spousal access
privileges through the Capitol, al—
though the decision was controver-

But while they were supported
by advocates of equal rights, the
two were not always welcomed by
members of Congress.
"I think we made some progress
in combating the prejudice, but
there continued to be some," Frank
said.
Moses, he said, was ignored by
the association of congressional
spouses.
"I know I speak for most mem—
bers when I state that the only
Moses we like to hear about on this
House floor is our Moses of exo—

dus, Moses the lawgiver, Moses of
the Ten Commandments," Former
Rep. Bob Dornan, R—Calif., said to
the House in 1996.
Still, Lobel said, Frank and
Moses continued their mission to
improve the status of Gay and Les—
bian couples.
"They wanted the same treat—
ment people gave Bill and Hillary
and Ron and Nancy," Lobel told
The Boston Globe. "And they did
it with grace, just as they will break
up with grace."

37

GAY
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Oregon Citizens Alliance
Votes to Remain In Operation
BROOKS, Ore. (AP) — Lon
state in 1993, but the Legislature
Mabon, the head of the Oregon
blocked any of them from going
Citizens Alliance, is planning an—
into effect.
other anti—Gay—rights initiative in
However, the conservative
the year 2000.
group has not had a statewide bal—
Leaders of the conservative
lot measure since 1994, when vot—
group voted unanimously July 18
ers rejected its anti—Gay—rights
to remain in operation despite fail—
initiative.
ing to qualify two measures for the
Two years earlier, Oregonians
November ballot.
rejected a similar measure.
"The OCA is still here,"
This time around, the OCA
Mabon said at a news conference
failed to gather enough signatures
outside the group‘s headquarters.
by the July 3 deadline to qualify a
"And like Winston Churchill said,
ballot measure that would have
we‘re never, never, never, never
prohibited second— and third—tri—
going to give up. We‘re fighting
mester abortions except to save the
for what we believe in."
mother‘s life.
Mabon said the OCA still has a
It also came up short on a mea—
membership of 2,300 households.
sure that would ban same—sex mar—
Its top priority will be to qualify
riages.
a measure for the 2000 ballot deal—
Mabon said the OCA would be
ing with Gay issues. _
interested in joining any effort by
Although the group has been
the Christian Coalition to place an
involved in other causes, Mabon
anti—abortion measure on the bal—
said, it seems to draw the most sup—
lot.
port when it focuses on Gay rights.
The Oregon chapter of the
He noted the group‘s last ini—
Christian Coalition this year helped
tiative on a statewide ballot, the
the OCA gather signatures for its
1994 measure prohibiting Gay—
anti—abortion measure.
rights statutes, got almost 49 per—
Lou Beres, executive director of
cent of the vote. "That‘s pretty
the Christian Coalition in Oregon,
close to having a majority of the
said his group doesn‘t plan to lead
people with you," he said.
an anti—abortion ballot effort. But
Gay—rights advocates, who have
he said it might support the OCA
fought a series of OCA initiatives
in its anti—Gay—rights efforts.
since the group was founded in
"Any group that wants to pro—
. 1987, said they were disappointed
mote family values, I think the
but not surprised.
more the merrier," Beres said.
The OCA was at its peak in
"Morality is going down,"
November 1988, when Oregonians
Mabon said. "Kids are killing
approved an OCA—backed measure
teachers. Kids are killing each other
that revoked then—Gov. Neil
at record numbers. They don‘t re—
Goldschmidt‘s executive order
spect life. They don‘t respect au—
that gave homosexuals protected
thority. You find newborn babies
civil rights status within state gov—
in Dumpsters all over the place."
ernment.
"They learn the immorality that .
It also won a series of local anti—
we as adults are teaching them," he
Gay rights referendums across the
said.

(ie mer:

Charter Aboard the
Norwegian

Rep. Barney Frank (D—Mass.)

"New"

Wind

fanuary 31— February 7, 1999
RATES STARTING FROM $799.00°*
EXCITING EASTERN CARIBBEAN ITINERARY
CONTACT Jean Morris
IGLTA
(001) 464—2036 Or (901) 853—3025
*based upon availability and double occupancy. Port changes air andgratuities are additional.

Backstreet

Mem phis

201 8 Court 901 276-5522

Feast for Friends is a semi—monthly free dinner
for people with AIDS, their caregivers, family
and friends sponsored by
Friends for Life AIDS Resource Center.
Thurs., August 13
Showtime: 11:00 p.m.
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Southern Country Memphis: Dancing the
Last Dance?

is that Gay men do not go to bars tion. For the past couple of years not be successful. No one can force
pop culture with tunes like "Un—
to socialize primarily with women. SCM has been trying various ways an adult do something he or she
chained Melody." Today‘s popu—
A true statement. Many were not of bringing the dying club back to — does not want to do, especially if
lar vocalists seem to go where the
This article airs some dirty laun—
money is.
only dissatisfied with the move but life.
the issue is not a major priority in
Dance nights were changed to his or her life.
dry and may cause me to loose
with how it was engineered.
Back to SCM. In the good old
There were three good things try to accommodate the needs of
some good friends. If that happens,
days, SCM danced at the 501 Club
Some members are talking
about Madison Flame. First, various members. Few will admit about starting a new club with a
then I have to consider that they on Friday nights and what was
Sharon Wray owned it. Sharon‘s a it, but Friday night was the best different focus: This could be good
were only fair—weather friends.
then WKRB on Tuesdays. SCM
good business woman who also night. Most people were off work for those who are willing to give
As wonderful as it is, country
thrived. The members came. The
music ain‘ t as popular as it was just music flowed. The atmosphere
cared about SCM. Second, Carol — the next day and didn‘t mind mak— the time, effort and energy to sup—
was a very good DJ. She offered ing it a long night.
two or three years ago. Therefore,
was festive. Bar owners Mike
port the club with more than just
The venue was changed under their names on the roll. I wish them
her
time and service without pay.
country dance clubs are on the de—
Smith and Sharon Wray were very
cline. Southern Country Memphis
She simply liked the club and its one administration (This was not a much success.
gracious and accommodating. As
members. Third, Madison Flame good move! It was also a slap in
(SCM) is now a victim ofthat de—
a neophyte dancer, I was at first
At this writing, I have mailedin
cline.
has the best dance floor in town for the face to 501 Club which had my resignation as vice president of
intimidated by the more accom—
served SCM so well.)
country dancing.
When many of the past mem— plished dancers. It took me a year
the SCM dance club. It has become
Flea markets were held. apparent that SCM is beating a
After a year of low attendance
bers joined SCM, social circum— to get up the nerve to actually get
and very little dancing among those Monthly hoedowns were held. Spe— dead horse. The remaining club
stances were different. Many out on the floor and try some of
members were single. Country the steps. However, once I took
who did attend, the club voted to cial meetings were held. It was members need to realize that
cease meeting at Madison Flame. even suggested once that members people change and grow. New life
music was experiencing the kind of those first few,steps I realized that
It is interesting to note that the invite their friends to SCM and not circumstances bring new priorities.
growth that made it the talk of the my only limitations were in my
nation. It was chic to be seen in mind. Members were willing and
majority of those who voted to tell them it was a country dance This is not a good thing or a bad
move to Madison Flame seldom club. This was a deceitful idea. The thing. Rather, it is simply a fact of
country attire and be knowledge— eager to teach me how to do the
able about the latest country dance dances. Altogether I learned about
attended once the move took place. club was wise not to adopt it. life.
For them the move was a political Thanks to the generosity of a
steps. Popularity, however, is a 10 dances.
In order to focus on new priori—
one, not a practical one. Since leav— couple of members there waseven ties, some old ones must of neces—
very fickle phenomenon. Today‘s
From my perspective the de—
ing Madison Flame, the club‘s a rush party. No new or old mem— sity fall by the wayside. This is
craze is tomorrow‘s memory.
cline came when the club was rail—
So what happened? As good as roaded into moving from WKRB handful of remaining members bers rushed in. All was to no avail. precisely what has happened to
At one point it was decided to SCM. Club members need to give
have been meeting at Lorenz (the
it is, the nation overdosed on coun— to Madison Flame. (This is not a
old WKRB), but not really know— change the focus of SCM so that it up the ghost, recognize the situa—
try music. Country songs were slap against Madison Flame.
ing from week—to—week where it would be more social and less tion for what it is and decide the
coming at us faster than a speed— Sharon Wray and her staff run a
dance—oriented. The bottom line is best way to dissolve the club, thus
would dance next.
ing bullet. New country music stars fine club.) In all honesty, many
The club officers and members it doesn‘t matter what kind of club allowing its members the right and
were emergingat break—neck pace. of the older members did not want —
Western stores were springing up to dance at a predominantly Les—
past and present have fought val— you call it. If people are not will— freedom to move on.
—
iantly to save SCM from extinc— ing to give it their support, it will
in shopping malls everywhere. bian bar (which is really strange
While the new direction in today‘s considering WKRB was primarily
music has yet to be determined, we a Lesbian bar. Some of our best
Softball Tournament Brings 29 Teams
do know that country is not it. Even attendance was there). I know this
the young but mature tones of the attitude prevailed because I ques—
lovely LeAnn Rimes could not res— tioned many of the former mem—
to Memphis for Hot July 4 Weekend
cue country music from its fate. bers and got the same response.
That‘s why she‘s delving into the The rationale behind that attitude
consisted of three teams from
all over the country.
By Chuck Saylor
Play began Friday afternoon Memphis and two from Birming—
(July 3) for the Open Division with ham, with their "pool play" games
The weather wasn‘t the only
thing hot July 4th weekend.
several teams, and picked up full on Saturday and double elimination
SUPPORT GROUPS FOR
Action on the softball fields
blast for all teams on Saturday games on Sun., July 5.
Sunday‘s games were all double
morning including five women‘s
from 29 teams was fast, furious
LESBIANS AND GAY MEN
elimination
within each division,
teams.
and hot! With almost 500 players
and fans in town for the weekend,
As games were completed, meaning, if you lose two games, the
teams fell into four different levels tournament is over for your team.
it was surely a festive time for all.
PRIDE RAP
The tournament has grown by
of play based upon their win/loss The last team standing after all oth—
seven teams over last year, and ‘record for the day. The four Open ers have fallen is the winner of their
is a support group sponsored by Memphis Pride,
Divisions were Major League, division‘s crown.
seems to be on the way to becom—
Inc., which meets the 2nd Monday of every month
After all the dust had settled the
AAA, AAsand A.
ing a July 4th weekend tradition
;
(7—8 p.m.). It offers a safe place for sharing
among Gay softball leagues from
The Women‘s Divison teams . results were as follows :
and forming new friendships.
Major LEacu®
1st
Steele (Atlanta)
Brurr City Sports Assoc.
PRESENTATIONS
2nd
Atlanta Cocks (Atlanta)
SortBALL Leacu®
3rd
sponsored by Fully Alive! are educational seminars
Bama Rockets (Birmingham)
Season FINAL Stanpmncs
4th
Autumn St. Haze (Memphis)
about self, relationships and spirituality in the
A
TEAM
WON LOST
context of Gay and Lesbian issues.
1st
Cincinnati Shooter Cats (Cincinnati)
Autumn St. Haze
13
3
2nd
Dallas Travelers (Dallas)
&
3rd
Music City Sounds (Nashville)
J—Wag‘s Jaguars
12
3
FACILITATORS
f
DousLE A
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Schlicksup, MA
1st
Thunder (St. Louis)
&
.
2nd
Southern Comfort (Norfolk)
Mid South Vision
3rd
Orlando Bears (Orlando)
Center‘s Peepers
7
8
LOCATION
SINGLE A
Fully Alive! A Center for Personal Enrichment
1st
Mid—South Vision Peepers (Memphis)
RE/MAX
8
2701 Union Ext., 504
2nd
Chuters (Nashville)
|
3rd
Nashville Express (Nashville)
There is no charge for these groups.
Cole Haysten Clippers 6
9
WomEn‘s Drviston
:
For more informationfcall Susan or Carol
1st
Lady Haze (Memphis)
+=
a
Sand
B0‘o}rlnors (Memphrls)
Pipeline Drillers
0
15
by Ira L. King
Staff Writer

at (901) 323—2078

3rd
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L‘il Devils (Birmingham)
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Eureka Springs Celebrates Diversity!
Eureka Springs, Ark. will be
hosting a Diversity Celebration
from Fri.—Sun., Aug. 28—30. In
this quaint and diverse Ozark
Mountain town, where accep—
tance is the rule and respect for
personal differences a large part
of its charm, over a hundred lo—
cal businesses and organizations
collectively called the Eureka
Springs Diversity Cooperative
will sponsor this three—day event.
The weekend will kick off
_ with a dance to benefit the MCC
of the Living Springs and its
«R.A.IN. team Friday from 8 p.m.
to midnight in the ballroom atop
the Basin Park Hotel in the his—
toric downtown area ($5 cover).
Saturday morning, it‘s off to the
Beaver Dam Store for a canoe
float at 10 a.m. (reservations re—
quired, 501—253—6154). Another
option is to meet at 10 a.m. for a
colorful historic walking tour.
For the kid in you, the Fun Spot,
on Hwy. 62 East is the place to
go from 2—4 p.m. for "family" fun
playing miniature golf, riding the
bumper boats or driving in the
fast lane in go—karts. And there‘s
an arcade, too!
Eureka Springs is known for
its fine art galleries, and from 7—
9 p.m. Saturday, a gallery walk
on Spring St. with featured Gay/
Lesbian artists and light refresh—
ments will start your evening off

with elegance. To complete this
delightful day, dance the night
away with DJs Sisters II at Cen—
ter Stage from 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
A portion of the $5 cover charge
will be donated to the Ozarks
AIDS Resources & Services
(OARS) and to The Womens
Project.
Breakfast or brunch on Sunday
morning at Mud St. Espresso
Cafe, Local Flavor, The Roxy,
Cottage Inn or Eureka Food
Court. Finish that last minute
shopping, and come on over to
Center Stage again for a tea dance
and drag show from 2—6 p.m. The
girls from Tulsa will delight you
with some first class entertain—
ment. From the $5 cover charge,
the Lane House (an alternative
afterschool place for kids) and the
Flint St. Food Bank will receive
donations.
— Eureka Springs is a wonderful
place to relax, enjoy the beauti—
ful surroundings, browse in the
curious and unique shops, dine
with delight in this village‘s ex—
cellent restaurants, and spend the
weekend (or longer) in beautiful
bed and breakfast inns, historic
hotels, motels or private cabins.
There‘s something here for every—
one!
Due to last year‘s successful
Diversity Celebration, which
drew more than 300 people, the

Coop
has scheduled
twoyear,Diver—
sity
Weekends
for
this
the
upcoming Aug. 28—30 weekend
and later,
Nov.
6—8.Francisco,
No, it‘s and
not
Key
West
or
San
some discretion is advised, but in
Eureka Springs, our little oasis in —
Arkansas, the Gay/Lesbian com—
munity is about 30 percent of the
town‘s population. It‘s a great
place for "family" to vacation,
feel safe and get away from traf—
fic, noise, pollution and stress.
And
these Diversity
Weekends
are
perfect
for
celebrating
who
we are, with music, art, dancing,
outdoor
activities, camaradene
and just plain fun‘

November‘s weekend is still in
the planning stages, and believe it
or not, it‘ll be bigger and better.
Keep an eye on our website at http:/
)www. shimaka.com/eureka/diver— —
sity for schedule updates as they are
available. This website is the home
of the Eureka Springs Diversity
Cooperative, so if you need infor— .
mation about Gay—friendly lodging
before you make your reservations,
check it out. Please remember to
support these businesses while you
are in town, and let them know you
saw them on the Diversity Coop
list. For additional information
about the Aug. 28—30 Diversity
Celebration or a copy of the sched—
ule, call The Emerald Rainbow at
501—253—5445.

MGLCC Board Elections
Slated for Aug. 6
byRon Akanowicz
The Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center annual board
elections will be held on Thurs.,
Aug. 6, at 7 p.m. The elections will
be heldatIn The Grove restaurant
2865 Walnut Grove Rd.
The Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center is an
organization committed to creating
and facilitating regular cultural,
educational and entertainment
events and services for the
community at large. These have
included the Twinkie Museum
video festival, the annual Gay Pride

River Ride, the Mid—South
Archives, and the Gay and Lesbian
Switchboard. The community
center is made up of a board of five
volunteer members and meets
regularly.
Board positions include
president, vice—president, secretary,
treasurer, and member—at—large. If
you are interested in finding out
more about the election process,
please call Ron Akanowicz at 725—
7662.
Please attend the election for
hors d‘oeuvres and find out more
about how you can become more
involved in the community.

g
g
Yuletideé a
ﬁr
# fl &
Office and Computer Supplies — Priming Porsture
Coffee Service andJanitorial Supplies
Serving the Mid—South for over 26 years
Phone— 372—8588
1—800—529—5602
Fax— 388—0785
www.

opp gereg

CROSSROADS
1278 JEFFERSON +

MEMPHIS,

TN 38104
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Square Dancing Is Friendship Set to Music Nine Cities Join Together To
by
Seek Equal Rights For All
CottonSubmitted
Pickin‘ Squares
AspenLos(Colo.),
Atlanta,NewBoulder
equalprotectionsfromdiscrimination
(Colo.),
Angeles,
York,
i
n
housingandemployment.Accord—
The
15thAnnualConvention
of
Philadelphia,
Portland
(Ore.),
and
ingt
o theBayAreaReporter,thenine
the
International
Association
of
SeattlehaveagreedtojoinSan
Fran—
c
i
t
i
e
s
have argued that Cincinnati‘s
Gay
Square
Dance
Clubs
cisco
in
asking
the
U.S.
Supreme
1993law"underminestheability"of
(IAGSDC)
was
held
in
Portland,*
Court
to strike down
a lawordinance
that re— cities "to treat al their citizens im—
Oregon
July
2—5,
hosted
by
the:
peals
Cincinnati,
Ohio‘s
ption‘sequalprotectionguarantees.In
artial y,". andviolatestheConstitu—
Portland
area dance
clubs. Pickin‘
protectingagainstdiscrimination
on
Memphis‘
own
Cotton
thewhichbasisprohibits
of sexualanyorientation
and 1996, the high court struck down a
Squareswere
in
attendance
aswell
future
laws
similaranti—GayColoradolawknown
asacrosstheU.S.,
1100 square dancers
from
clubs
granting
Lesbians
and
Gay
men
asAmendment2
.
Canada,
Japan, and
Denmark—truly
an
international
event.
$2 three
The
convention
features
days
of Gay
and Lesbian
square
Lastin
dancing
including
special
dance
g
tips,BearandLeatherTips,
Moon—
Square
Dancing
in
the
open
air
in
Portland,
Ore.
at
the
International
shineBadge
Tips, Tour.
Women‘s Tips and the Association ofGaySquare Dance Club‘s 15th annualconvention.
Fun
touredwatching,
the OregonthrewCoast,,
went credited
BadgeTourtook
place whale
with
the phrase
"square —
snowballs
dancing
is
friendship
settomusic."
onbusesTheFun
Sunday
morning.
Chartered
Friendship
set toconventionsand
music can be
and danced
on earthquake
Mt. Hood, experi—
carry dancers to five
secret
enced
a
small
on
Mt.
foundatIAGSDC
locationsinthehostcity
tostop
and
St.fireworks
Helens,display
watched
thesidelargest
dance,
wherelooktheatgeneral
public
atyour
localare square
dancein club.
j
that
of
the
nzpm/Jiam,
gets
a
good
Gays
and
Les—
.y"
If
you
interested
learn—
Mississippi
river,
and
kicked
up
bians
having
a
good
time
square
ing
more
about
Gay
and
Lesbian
—
ourTheheelsCotton
in thePickin‘
City ofRoses.
squarePickin‘
dancing,Squares‘
please Annual
attend Cot—
dancing.
Among theandmainstream,
ton
Iceto
Squares
are
plus,
advanced
challenge
making
plans
for
the
next
three
CreamSocial
and
Introduction
square
dancing,
other
events
held
years
to Los
attendAngeles
IAGSDC
conven—
included
the conference
banquet,
SquareDancingThurs.,
Aug. 27,Fel—at
tions
in
1999,
Balti—
7:30
p.m.,
at
Prescott
Church
pool
parties,
Honky
Tonk
Queen
278—5475
Mike
more
2000,
and
Vancouver,
B.C.
lowship
Hall,
located
at
Mynders
Contest(whichcrowned
CPS‘
new
and PattersonFor near
University
of
friend MissGathering.
Ophelia Fanny), and a 2001.Michael M., caller for Memphis.
Pager: 541—9792
more
information
Women‘s
TheCotton Pickin‘ Squares also Portland‘s Rosetown Ramblers, is call 387—1567.
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Methodists,

Money and

by Ira L. King
Staff Reporter
It has become painfully evident
that mainline denominations are
not yet ready to deal honestly with
homosexuality. At the same time
many of the same denominations
are prepared to treat Gays and Les—
bians as people of worth, with little
regard to their sexual orientation.
One such denomination is the
United Methodist Church. A Sa—
vannah, Tenn. congregation has
taken the unprecedented stand of
withholding more than $15,000
from that denomination because of
the denominational policy about
homosexuality.
The East End United Methodist
Church (EEUMC) believes that the —
denomination should expand its

Homosexuality:

policy on homosexuality to include
language that says homosexuality
is a sin requiring repentance. Un—
til that change occurs, no funds will
be forthcoming from the Savannah
church.
EEUMC could unwittingly be
on to something here. There are
many "Gay friendly" and "affirm—
ing" congregations—especially
among the Baptist and Methodist
denominations. What if these
churches banned together within
their respective denominations and
told their governing bodies that
they would no longer receive funds
if they didn‘t adopt a more Gay
friendly posture in their policies on
homosexuality.
This would be of particular sig—
nificance in Memphis, where there
are many Gay friendly andaffirm—

Denominational Blackmail?
by one. If enough of them change
then they can petition their govern—
ing bodies to change.
The Methodists in Savannah,
Tenn. have the right idea; they just
have the wrong goal in mind. We
all know that hitting an organiza—
tion in the wallet is one of the best
ways to get its attention. Those Sa—
vannah Methodists need to be en—
couraging their denomination to
be even more liberal in its policies
regarding homosexuality. In so do—
ing, this church would be a beacon
on a hill instead of a light under a
bushel.
Closer to home, Memphis‘
nearly 7,000 member Christ United
Methodist Church (CUMC) .voted
to continue to give financial sup—
port to its denomination. While
CUMC believes that national

ing congregations. Since most
churches within denominations like
the Southern Baptist Convention
operate as autonomous bodies, they
‘are free to do whatever they chose
with their funds.
Many of you are now familiar
with the Coalition for Gay and Les—
bian Religious Affairs. This is a
group of Memphians who are ho—
mosexual and seeking justice for
the Gay community in Memphis
churches of all denominations. One
of the coalition‘s goals is to get
pastors and preachers talking about
fair treatment of Gays and Lesbi—
ans from their pulpits. This may
well be the best way to approach
the issue. If enough churches start
preaching against hate crimes and
unfair legal practices then those
churches will start to change one

United Methodist leaders are lean—
ing too far to the left, they still
voted to send $72,000 to the na—
tional church. It‘s interesting to
note that CUMC Pastor Bill
Bouknight sided with six members
of a 10—member task force who fa—
vored withholding funds from the
national church. In a democratic
environment Bouknight and the six
members should have won out. But
they compromised. Too bad
Bouknight didn‘t exercise his au—
thority as head of CUMC and al—
low the six voting to withhold
funds to prevail. Maybe he doesn‘t
have the courage of his convictions.
The hoopla in the Methodist
community ignited when a church
trial acquitted a pastor in Nebraska
who performed a same—sex mar—
riage between two Lesbians.

Anti—Gay Preacher Bringing Crusade to Minnesota

Boy Scouts

Feud with

cember. But he called off the pro— ing the corrections department be—
test in favor ofwarmer weather and cause it mandates "pro—Gay work—
larger crowds. He said he is target— shops."

« LANZA — PAUL MITCHELL — SEBASTIAN
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In Duluth, where Phelps
planned to picket City Hall and a
logging equipment trade show, hu—
man rights advocates and commu—
nity leaders took out an adsaying
"Stop Hate" in the Duluth News—
Tribune. Mayor Gary Doty encour—
aged people to post the ad in their
windows.
Minnesota drew Phelps‘ atten—
tion in December after Duluth City
Planner Darrell Lewis turned down
a job in Topeka, Kan. Lewis said
Phelps‘ activities created an atmo—
sphere of fear and hatred toward
Gays.
E
Phelps originally announced
that he would picket Duluth in De—

+ WALK—INS WELCOME

ST. PAUL (AP) — A Kansas , five Minneapolis churches because
preacher brought his national cru—
they welcome Gays and Lesbians.
sade against homosexuality to Min—
Gubernatorial
candidates
nesota in late July.
Hubert Humphrey IH, Mike Free—
The Rev. Fred Phelps has
man and other community leaders
gained notoriety for picketing fu—
plan to join Metropolitan Commu—
nerals of AIDS victims, carrying
nity Church worshipers for a
signs saying "Thank God for
counter—rally inside the predomi—
AIDS," and he sends faxes nation—
nantly Gay church.
wide railing against what he calls
Some other targeted churches
the "filthy sodomite agenda." _. .
are turning the other cheek.
Phelps said he and about 20
‘"We would like to see them ig—
family members and supporters
nored," said the Rev. Jeanette Pettit
planned to. picket the state Depart—
of the Hennepin Avenue United
ment of Corrections on July 24.
Methodist Church. "This kind of
Then they planned to hit Duluth
hate thing doesn‘t appeal to folks
with two protests and return to the
here. We‘re certainly praying for
Twin Cities on July 26 to picket
them."

mon s—6 TtuE—FRI9—7 sATo9.—s
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Church over

Homosexuality Issue
BOSTON (AP) — A feud be—
tween the Boy Scouts of America
and the Unitarian Universalist As—
sociation over homosexuality has
led to cries of outrage by the Bos—
ton—based branch of the church.
The Unitarian Universalist As—
sociation, a long—standing New
England liberal denomination that
supports Gay rights, has con—
demned in a church manual the
Boy Scouts‘ rejection of homo—
sexuality. As a result the youth or—
ganization has ordered. the
association to stophonoring Uni—
tarian scouts with religious awards.
But the president of the Boston—
based 250,000—member association
called the order "outrageous" and
said the Unitarians do not intend
to honor the Boy Scouts‘ demand.
"They simply can‘t tell us how
to teach our children," John
Buehrens, a former Boy Scout, told
The Boston Globe.
"Telling us we can‘t give out
awards to our boys is blatant dis—
crimination against children.
That‘s not in the Boy Scouts‘ tra—
dition," Buehrens said.
The religious emblems awarded

by Unitarians are also presented by
several other religious groups, in—
cluding the Roman Catholic
Church, and many Protestant, Jew—
ish and Muslim denominations.
The emblems differ from the
merit badges that are earned for
mastering a specific task, but can
still be worn on scouts‘ uniforms
as badges of honor.
In recent years, the Boy Scouts
has drawn fire from human rights
groups and a number of religious
organizations for its view of homo—
sexuality and refusal to admit Gay
scouts and leaders.
"We respect other people‘s
rights to disagree with us and we
simply ask people to respect our
rights as a private voluntary orga—
nization," Gregg Shields, national
spokesman for the Scouts, said.
But in its manual distributed to

teen—agers, the association makes
it clear that it does not agree with
the Boy Scouts‘ view.
The manual describes the Uni—
tarians‘ "ongoing concern regard—
ing
the
homophobic
ang
discriminatory attitudes of the ria—
tional leadership of the Boy Scouts
of America."
Since then, letters have gone
back and forth between the two
sides, leaving Buehrens with the
hope that the dispute can be re—
solved by a meeting with Boy
Scouts officials this fall.
"I‘m perfectly willing to sit
down with the Boy Scouts, but I
also need to be very clear that they
are in grave danger of having much
of America‘s mainstream religious
community concerned about the
way in which they are acting," ~~
Buehrens said.
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Anti—Gay Hefley Amendment Will

Kolbe‘s Appropriations Bill
Republican support for the league" letter are House Majority
WASHINGTON—In
an night—
effort thought
Hefley amendment would hurt the Whip, Tom Delay (TX), Joel
tomare,avoid
a
public
relations
by sending the wrong mes— Hefley (CO), Joe Aderholt (AL),
theHouseleadershipJuly
16 __party
sage. "I think it‘s wrong on two John Hostettler (IN). In response to
decided
not
to
offer
the
anti—Gay
counts. This just codifies what is the Hefley Amendment, a "Dear
Hefley
amendment,
which
seeks
to
—
already executive branch policy, Colleague,"sponsored by Rep.
overturn
President
Clinton‘s
May
which is non—discrimination. It Stephen Horn (R—CA) and Rep.
28 executive
order banning
work
doesn‘t give them any more legal Bill Delahunt (D—MA), was circu—
place
discrimination
based
jon
standing or rights. Second, I think lated throughout Congress.
sexual
orientation,
totheTreasury—
In the letter the Congressmen
it‘s a bad statement for Republicans
PostalAppropriations
bill,
chaired
said,
"we strongly urge you to op—
to
be
sending,"
said
Rep.
Kolbe.
byKolbe.
openly Gay Republican Jim A "Dear Colleague" letter, pose this
amendment." Before this
Instead, Hefley is eying the
Commerce, Justice, State Appro—
priations Bill. "This mean spirited,
discriminatory amendment is
wrong no matter what vehicle the
leadership uses to further it.
The fact that they moved it from
Rep. Kolbe‘s bill underscores the
hypocrisy in this effort to legalize
workplace discrimination against
Gay people," said HRC Political
Director Winnie Stachelberg.
The Hefley amendment is ex—
pected to be introduced soon. Ear—
lier in the Washington DC political
newspaper The Hill, Kolbe said he

written by four Republican mem—
bers of the House, is being circu—
lated around,Capitol Hill, asking
members to support the Hefley

amendment. | ®
v]
The letter contains a panoply of
untruths like the Clinton
administration‘s executive order
would force private—contractors _.
who service the federal govern—
ment to bein comphance and that
it would also grant "special pro—
tected status" based on sexual ori—
entation.
The four Repubhcan Congress—
men who signed the "Dear Col—

Shawn A. Gingrich
Phone 396—1969
Fax 396—2100
f
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Introduced on Rep.

Not Be

executive orderwasissued, many
federal agencies had their own
‘separate policies banning discrimi—
nation based on sexual orientation.
This often led to confusion
amongst government workers as to
whether or not they were protected.
Contrary to the claims of the

_

GOP leadership, this executive or—
der helps clarify the law for gov—
ernment workers by bringing
uniformity to existing anti—dis—
crimination policies across the fed—
eral government.
— The GOP leadership‘s push to
keep discrimination legal is not in
line with public opinion. An April,
1997 poll conducted for the Human
Rights Campaign by the Tarrance
Group, shows that 80 percent of the
American public says that homo—.
sexuals should have equal rights in .
terms of job opportunities.
The order adds sexual orienta—
tion to the list of protected catego—
ries for which discrimination is
already prohibited, i.e., race, color,
religion, sex, national origin,

Brltlsh Lawmakers Vote to Overturn
Lowering of Age of Consent for Gays
LONDON (AP)
— Gay abuse
cam— with
sent, which brings Britain in line lawmakers said they believed par—
paignersjeered
and
shouted
most other European Union liamentwouldeventually lower the
atafterBritain‘supperchambervoted
members ofthe House ofLords nations.
Polls suggest that the ma— age of consent.
"There comes a point where if
jority of Britons oppose the mea—
the Commons is representing the
againstlowering
theage
ofconsent
sure.
forMembers
homosexualsoffrom
18unelected
to 16. peers,A combination
of independent will of the people, the Lords ... has
the
Conservatives and religious to accept it," said Baroness
290overturning
to 122 in favorthe government‘s
leaders argued that the Mallalieu.
After the vote, the government
ofchambervoted
an
amendment
plans posed a health
more
powerful
House
of
Com—
risk to young people and could pave said it was "considering its posi—
mons,
by consent
333 to 129for bian
the way for legalized Gayand Les— tion," although it may decide to ac—
cept the Lords‘ rejection rather than
tohomosexuality,
makewhich
16 thevoted
age
of
marriages. :.
thesameas
itisfor
"Do we really want to open the threaten its legislative timetable by
heterosexuals.
Gay
sex between
floodgates of suffering even further scheduling a Commons‘ vote to
adults
ceased
to
be
a
crime
in
Brit—
than they are already?" said overrule it.
Gay activistsdemonstrated out—
ainTheHouseofLords
30 years ago. cannotveto Jakobovits,
Britain‘s chief rabbi, Lord
speaking in the debate side parliament and chained them—
legislation
anddelaying
its powers
are re— people.
about the threat of AIDS to young selves to railings outside the House
of Lords. Police freed them with
stricted
to
legislation
passed
by
the
elected
House
of
Gay lobby groups and Laboi bolt cutters.
Commons,
although
throughbills,de
tailedcriticism
ofgovernment
Rights Group Links
it—can
damage
the
government‘s
legislative
agenda. Tony Blair and Religious Fundamentalists
Prime
Minister
. port
leadersloweringthe
ofopposition
sup— to Anti—Gay Attacks
age ofparties
Gay con—
Who— Says
Something
PREE
Is not
Worth
Anything?

A new People For the Ameri—
can Way (PFAW) report links fun—
damentalist political extremists to
almost 40 percent of 170 events de—
scribed in Hostile Climate," which.
chronicles 1997 incidents targeting
Lesbian, Gay, bisexual and
transgender people.
Incidents catalogued include
anti—Gay hate speech and hate—in—
‘spired violence, job discrimination,
harassment and beatings of high
school students, and attempts to
pass anti—Gay laws.
One example oflast year‘s hate
speech citedinthe report wasfrom
Frank Simon, whosaid, “Thereare.

Sendyour FREE|] hundreds ofchlldnen in America
are ﬂyingof AIDSbecause
t Personals toUs: J...— who
they were sexually abused byho— —
~
Thereportalsoshows
by E—mail!——
that‘just. four statev—Calraforma
TJNmemphis
North Carolina, Massachusetts and
@ aol.com
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handicap and age. In issuing the
order, Clinton noted that this policy
does not add any new enforcement
rights, such as the ability of a ci—
vilian federal worker to appeal an
anti—Gay job discrimination case
beforethe Equal Employment Op~
portunity Commission.
The Human Rights Campaign is
the nation‘s largest national Les—
bian and Gay political organiza—
tion, with members throughout the
country, lobbies Congress, pro—
vides campaign support, and edu—
cates the public to ensure that
Lesbian and Gay Americans can be
open, honest, and safe at home, at
work and in the community.

Washington—accounted for more
than 25 percent of the incidents.
PEAW President Carole Shields
said, "The religious right has poi—
soned the public dialogue about
Lesbian and Gay rights and, as a
result, our public discussion ‘of
these issues is often stuck in the
dark ages.
"tls
The religious right is playmg a

destructive game of blaming the
victims of anti—Gay and Lesbian
discrimination."
The report groups discrimina—
tory incidents among six catego—
ries: ~employment, arts and
entertainment, marmniageand fam
ly;education, rehg1on and general
intolerance«For more Iﬂlﬂfmallml 3
or to receive a copy of the report,
contact Nancy Coleman: (PFAWl'f

atC20?)467—4999.
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ng of Beers Ph||||p Feemster Wants His

Beer to Become the Queen
cused venues, such as major gro—
_SANFRANCISCO (AP) —The
the Gay community.
pale ale, called Q, is produced by larly"I toreached
a point where I had cery stores, other parts of the San
Feemster‘s QueerBrewing Co. and become very successful
I Francisco Bay area and eventually
comes in six—color, muted rainbow was doing ... but there wasin what
some— out of state.
said he often thinks
packaging. So its orientation, if thing missing init for me," he said. aboutFeemster
his
life
growing up in a de—
beers can have one, is clear.
"I just decided this is something I
But is there really such a thing had
a lotof conviction about and « voutly Christian family in Texas
as a Gay beer?
I‘m going to take the plunge and
Feemster acknowledges there‘s devote
percent of my time."
nothing about the product — be— At his110former
had
yond its marketing — that is Gay. the opportunity tojob,learnFeemster
a bit about
But he wants Q notonly to be a beer the beer business while working on
by and for the Gay community but the
account of Pete‘s Wicked Ale.
also to be recognized for its own That‘s
gave him the idea and
merits and accepted by heterosexu— some ofwhat
the know—how for Queer
als as well.
Co. Still, the experience
"There‘s such a glut of Brewing
was far removed from the hours

where he was taunted by the very
word he now uses so openly as a
marketing tool.
Despite his family‘s beliefs,
Feemster said, they have been ex—
ceptionally supportive of both his
lifestyle and his business — but

they haven‘t quite gotten past the
company name.
x"
"They sit around thetable and
pray for me; theypray for my part—
ner, John; and they pray for my
‘venture,"" he said.

r——74-

AUTUMN

microbrews on the market," ex—
plained the 39—year—old Feemster,
who works out of his home inthe
city‘s Castro District. "So for any—
one to get into the beer category at
this moment, it would be foolish
unless you had a certain category."
Though not the first,Q is possi—
bly the only Gay—oriented beer on
the market right now.
It comes on the heels of such
other ethnic— or minority—targeted
microbrews as HE‘BREW, obvi—
ously aimed at Jewish consumers,
and Oakland—based Brothers Brew—
ing Co., maker of BBC beer and the
only African American—owned
~ microbrewery in the country.
Bottled three weeks ago, just be—
fore Gay Pride Week, the beer has
started appearing in six markets,
two liquor stores, two restaurants,
and four predominantly .Gay bars
in San Francisco and one in
Monterey. Shop owners say the
beer is selling, and customers seem
to buy it as much for the taste as
for the novelty or a show of com—
munity support.
Market owner Sami Bsisso said
he went through about 15 cases of
Q beer in the first two weeks, mak—
ing it his second—best seller behind
Sierra Nevada.
f
The longtime store owner said
he‘s never had a new beer make
such an impression, and customers
_ keep coming back for more.
"If you don‘t like something,
you won‘t buy it, even if it‘s com—
ing from heaven," Bsisso said. __
Reactions like that make
Feemster slightly less nervous
about quitting his $165,000—a—year
job as a marketing executive and .
putting $30,000 of his own money
into the one—man business. In a re—
markably «quick turnaround,
Feemster left his job in January
with little more than the idea and
had the beer on the shelves in six
months.
As the former creative dlrector
for Highway One, a San Francisco
marketing company, Feemster said
he had been contemplating his own
business well before he came up
with an idea for a product. After
years of working to persuade
people how to spend their money,
he also knew he wanted to create a
company that gave back, particu—

and money spent on trademarks,
logos, licenses, packages and, of
course, creation of the beer itself.
Feemster gives high praise to
Berkeley—based Golden Pacific
Brewing Co. and brewmaster Alec
‘ Moss for helping him create the
pale ale, which uses three different
barleys and four kinds of hops in
order to appeal to a broad spectrum
of palettes. The rest — from the
graphics to sales and delivery —
has been all Feemster‘s doing.
It will ‘be a long time before
Feemster breaks even, a goal made
even more distant by his commit—
ment to donate 10 percent of all
sales, starting with the very first
case, to charities. Retailers and bar
owners designate the charities to
‘receive this bounty. So far they
have picked such groups as Visual
Aid, which benefits artists with
AIDS, and the STOP AIDS
Project.
%
"Besides just being a good beer,
it pulls into an emotional benefit
as well as a tangible benefit," he
said of his product. "The fact that
it gives back to the Gay commu—
nity makes it come full circle as
fully entrenched in the Gay com—
munity."
Market research shows the
microbrew business caters to just
3 percent of the total beer—drink—
ing population, meaning few
Americans ever stray from major
labels.
David Edgar, dlrector of the In—
stitute for Brewing Studies in Boul—
der, Colo., said three other Gay
beer companies — in Atlanta, Aus—
tin and Denver — are all out of
business. The company that brewed
the beer for Denver—based Pink
Triangle said the failure of that
company, which generated a lot of
press and hate mail, was due to the
owner‘s personal problems.
"It is a small niche within a
niche," said Edgar, pondering the
potential: of Queer Brewing.
"While I believe those beers have
not been financially successful in
other cities, for one to have San
Francisco as the market focus could
very well prove successful."
Feemster said he just hopes
people who like good beer will like
his. He plans to forge his way into
more mainstream, less Gay—fo—
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Reggie White:

From Superbowftto Gay Bashing! |
White and his cohorts listed in USA
Today, say at the bottom of their
ad that "If you really love some—
one, you‘ll tell them the truth." .
Well, Mr. White, here are a few
truths for you.
First of all, the freedom of
speech you speak of is not the sole
property of the religious right. That
freedom is guaranteedto every
American, according to the U.S.
Constitution. That document does
not discriminate on the basis of
sexual orientation. In your ad you
state: "The activist homosexual
lobby has used its free speech
privilege to promote its own
ideas... You are absolutely correct.
We‘re doing exactly as you and
* your religious zealots are doing in
trying to ramrod your ideas down
. the throats of unsuspecting inno—
cents. It seems to me that we are
both practicing a freedom that you
would choose to deny us. —
Secondly, your ad states that
"thousands" of Gays and Lesbians
are leaving their homosexual iden—
tities for "sexual celibacy and even
marriage." How about giving us
thenames of some of these people
who would deny their very nature
just to conform to a narrow per—
spective of what they ought to be.
—(I‘ll bet John Smid and Love In
Action had a great day when they
saw your ad.)
Truth number three, you should
stick to football. I wonder if you
realize how many Gay professional
sports players there are. Some are
on your team. If seems that you
have chosen not God‘s way, but the
_ world‘s way of dealing with some—

the message out. The ads‘ headline
read "Toward an open debate on
When you think of the Green homosexual behavior."
Among those sharing the cost of
Bay Packers, you think superbowl
champions. The team may be publishing the ad are: Colorado For.
champions, but one ofit‘s members Eamily Values, American Family —
is fast becoming a media blitzing Association, Christian Coalition,
‘Concerned Women for America,
Gay—basher.
Reggie White is famed for his : National Legal Foundation, Coral
athletic prowess. Mr. White is now Ridge Ministries and Alliance for
using his fame to speak out against Traditional Marriage—Hawaii.
Just who the hell does he think
homosexuality in America. On
Wed., June 15, he and several other he is? Mr. White is also known as
conservative dunderheads took out Reverend White. In his role as a
a full page ad in USA Today an— minister it is understandable that he
nouncing that homosexuality is a preaches against homosexuality.
sin and that they are ready to exer— After all, weall know that there are
cise their freedom of speech to get. no Gay ministers, don‘t we? Mr.
Commentag by Ira L. King

wost

SUSAN

a»

MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

—

Suite 2518

100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
:

901—526—0809

§

Serving our Community
for § years! Please call me
when gou are ready to sett
or to purchase a home.

thing you don‘t understand. And
because you don‘t understand ho—
mosexuality means it must not be
blessed by God. Right? Right!
Wrong!!
In all fairness to USA Today,
another full page ad was run the
same day sponsored by Gay and
~ Gay friendly organizations includ—
ing P—Flag, the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, the National
Black Lesbian & Gay Leadership
Forum and the National Center for
Lesbian Rights.
This ad was headlined "Toward
hope and healing for America." It
featured a large picture of Dave
and Ruth Waterbury andtheir Les—
bian daughter, Margie. The caption
under their picture read "We‘re liv—
ing proofthat families with lesbian
and gay kids can be whole, happy
and worthy of all that this great.
country promises."
Perhaps the greatest truth in that
ad was the statement "If you re—
ally love someone, you‘ll fight for
their right to live with dignity and
fairness." And that, Mr. White, is
all that we, the homosexual com—
munity, are asking for through our
freedom of speech. Dignity and
fairness. Tell me, is it fair to have
national celebrities verbally bash—
ing a large segment of the popula—
tion just because they don‘t
understand them. I think not!
The ad also points out a fifth
truth. The homosexual community
is Only seeking equal rights, not
special rights. It galls me to think
that I might be less of a person be—
cause I don‘t fit the mold that you
think I should. I honestly think you

:
[
conservative blockheads are going
out of your way to cause divisive—
ness in America. As Dave Water—
bury so aptly points out, "There are
those who wish to foster division
in our country. We have enough _
challenges as a nation. Let‘s figure
out how to truly support all our
children. All families. Families like
ours. Families like yours.
A sixth truth, Mr. White, is that
many homosexual men and women
have contributed to make:you the©
wealthy man you are today. Just.
how many fans do you think would
be in the stands if all the Gays and
Lesbians stayed home? I don‘t
think your bank account could
stand the pain.
Among Trent Lott, Reggie
White and the numerous other pub—
lic personalities making stupid re—
marks about homosexuality, I say _
"enough." If youcan accept your—
self as God made you then afford
homosexuals the same option. —
Sometimes I think God must tee—
ter between laughing and crying
when he sees how one sanctimo—
nious group here on earth treats
another.
f
We are not asking you to
have sex with us. We don‘t
want to recruit your children.
We simply want to live in a
world where who we have sex
with is not a cause for national
discomfort. In short Mr. White,
we don‘ t want to wear our sexu—
ality on our sleeve. Unfortu—
nately, in today‘s hostile,
homophobic environment, we
have no other choice. And we
will fight.

Steve Solomon ©

SOWELL & COMPANY
R + E +A < L +T + 0 «~R §

0

[E
Office (901) 278—4380
— MLS
Residence (901) 363—1060
54 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
STEVE SOLOMON

p
€
~ p‘.’ [_d

22 KHEc_}

Friends For Life Pantry
Wish List _
deodorant « shampoo ° razors
hand and body lotion
baby diapers _
adult incontinence pants
paper products (towels, toilet paper)
household cleaning products
Remember: Food Stamps can‘t be
redeemed for these items
Drop Items by Friends For Life
at 1450 Poplar — 8:30—5 weekdays
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you loam
ﬂannel Ice CreamSocial
& Inirc to ggme imam;
© You don‘t need experience...
You don‘t need a partner...
You don‘t need special clothes...
YOU DO NEED THE DESIRE TO HAVE FUN!!!
Thursday, Aug. 27 at 7:30

p.m. |

Prescott Church, in the Fellowship Hall
(Corner ofMynders & Patterson, near the University of Memphis)
For more information call 387—1567

SanEcom

St.

eo

Patrick‘s

Invitational

Bowling

Tournament Set for March
_

New officers were recently
elected to manage the annual
Saint Patrick‘s— Invitational
bowling tournament which will
_be held Mar. 13—15, 1999. _
"This will be our sixth tour—
nament and we are excited al—
ready that it will be: our best
ever," newly elected Director
Richard Andrews said. "We
have already been hard at work
promoting the tournament in
other cities as well as having
fund—raisers in our own area."
Named to serve on the execu—
tive board with Andrews were
Co—Directors Ronald Johnson
and David Braun, Secretary Ron
Shelton and Treasurer Andy
Cain. Bobby Rolland also serves
on the board by virtue of his
position as president of Broth—
ers and Sisters bowling league.
The Saint Patrick‘s Invita—
tional Tournament (SPIT) is one
of 50 bowling tournaments af—
filiated with the International
Gay Bowling Organization
(IGBO) which is represented by
bowlers from across the coun—
try as well as Canada, New
Zealand, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom. IGBO is

1999

one of the largest Gay—oriented
groups in the world. Locally, the
tournament is sponsored by the
Brothers and Sisters league, and
last year it attracted more than
100 bowlers and friends from as
far away as Seattle, Wash., for
a weekend of fun, fellowship
and a little bowling.

Bowlers will be competing in
singles, doubles and team events
during the weekend with a con—
tract for a bowling center yet to
be signed although members of
the committee are negotiating
with Cordova Bowling Center
and are hoping at this time to
hold: the competition there for

Weekend festivities for the
tournament include registration
and a wild welcoming party at
Backstreet, a dutch treat dinner

the first time.

on Saturday evening at Zinnie‘s,
the awards program and banquet
at the host hotel, and a closing
party which takes place at a lo—
cal watering hole.
|
The host hotel contract has
already been signed with the
Holiday Inn Midtown at Union
and McLean again being used
to house the out—of—town
bowlers. "We have had excep—
tional service from the staff and
management at Holiday Inn
Midtown," Andrews said, "and
we are looking forward to work—
ing with them again. They have
given us good rates for our
guests, and they always have an
outstanding buffet meal for our
banquet."

"We have always enjoyed
strong local support for our tour—
naments, and we are certainly
hoping for that again this year,"
the director said. "We will be :|
having fund—raisers as well as
soliciting support from local in—
dividuals and businesses. We
hope to make this our biggest
and best tournament yet."
Further information about
events relating to the tourna—
ment, including committee
meeting times, may be obtained
by contacting Andrews at 465—
4371 or 569—5702 or Shelton at
372—4969. The committee
would especially like to hear
from anyone interested in vol—
unteering to help in the plan—
ning, preparation and carrying
out of fund—raisers as well as the —
tournament.

~268~4047418
MEMPHIS
BEARS
CLus NicHt
Pipeline _
Sat., Aug. 8 — 10 p.m.
WearBear Gear (Hats, T—Shirts, etc.) If You Have It
All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
Space donatedas apublicservice ofthe

Triangle Journal News

Tennessee‘s

OPEN

Oldest

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY

24 HOURS DAILY

Black Light Pool Room PLUS

Gay Bar

Regular Pool in Main Bar

Sunday

Sunday

Thru Thursday

‘Thru Thursday

Dally
Noon to 7 p.m.
—
Domestic Beer ‘1.25
Draught Pitcher $2.50
Draught Glass $1.00

HAPPY HOUR
7

P.M. to

Midnite

$5.00
Optional Beer
Bust

7
——

P.M. to

Midnite

FREE Pool on Thursday (All Day)
Both

Black Light and Regular Pool

WEDNESDAY
Noon
ALL

to

3

DOMESTIC

a.m.

BEER $1.25
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‘Dignity/USA is Disappointed and Saddened
Bishops‘

Dilution of "Always Our Children"

Washington, DC — Dignity/
a dogmatic, legalistic approach in
USA is very concerned by the lat—
the church‘s ministry to homo—
est efforts of the National Confer—
sexual persons," said Charles L.
ence of Catholic Bishops (NCCB)
Cox, Dignity/USA executive direc—
and its Committee on Marriage and ie tor. Cox also said, "The original
Family Life to dilute the message . version of ‘Always Our Children‘
and spirit of "Always Our Chil— was not perfect, and the latest re—
dren: A Pastoral Message to Par—
vision makes it even more imper—
ents of Homosexual Children and
fect.
Each of the changes
represents a capltulatlon to the con—
Suggestions for Pastoral, Minis—
servative voices in the Church."
ters."
;
Echoing Cox‘s comments, Dig—
On Oct. 1, 1997, the U.S. Catho—
lic Bishops‘ Committee on Mar—
nity/USA President Robert F.
Miailovich said, "When ‘Always
riage and Family Life released
"Always Our Children," and at that
Our Children‘ was first released,
time Dignity/USA stated that it
Dignity/USA expressed our disap—
pointment in=‘the bishops‘ contin—
"welcomes the pastoral letter ... it
ued
distinction
between
is a positive step and we commend
the bishops for their improved sen— homosexual orientation and activ—
ity.‘ Today it seems that the bish—
sitivity to the issues which confront
ops have decided that a pastoral
parents and their Lesbian and Gay
children, but all is not perfect."
message that encourages sensitiv—
ity and open dialogue is toorisky
"Today, however, our hope has
for our Church."
been replaced with concern and
What makes these revisions par—
fear that the pastoral sensitivity that
ticularly distressing is the fact that
once marked"Always Our Chil—
dren" may have been replaced with
‘Always Our Children,‘ now to be

*‘k‘k*‘k*‘k YCae
K4x

in its third printing, has been well
received by the faithful and viewed
positively by many Catholic fami—
lies with homosexual children.
Last November, the bishops‘
office said they had over 500 let—
ters in support of the statement and
hardly any against. For years fami—
lies have struggled with the reality
of their love for their homosexual
children and the teachings of the
Catholic Church toward their chil—
dren.
Commenting on the substance
and spirit of the revisions to "Al—
ways Our Children," Miailovich
said, "It seems that the hand that
had once been ‘outstretched to the
families of Lesbian, Gay, bisexual
and transgendered persons has be—
come less loving and more threat—
ening."
Miailovich also raised the ques—
tion as to why a document that in
the words of Committee Chairman
«Bishop Thomas J. O‘Brien "was
well received and saw no need for

August ‘98
B.Y.0O0.B.
ID Required

#
kk
Bago. y kx**

by U.S. Catholic
Message

changes" felt the need to change the
document. Miailovich said, "It is
regrettable that the American bish—
ops, who only last Octoberfelt free
to release ‘Always Our Children‘
on their own, now feel compelled
to consult with the Vatican‘s Con—
gregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith (CDF) on these matters. The
sad part is that the changes reveal
the philosophical and pastoral ten—
sions within the hierarchy."
The document‘s new tone of
voice has the potential on the one
hand for dissuading some persons
who are in need of the church‘s
ministry from approaching their
local priest. And yet on the other
hand, the document may be still
viewed by some as not strict
enough to enjoy conservative sup—
port. These conservative voices
have shown their power by getting
the CDF to intervene and pressur—
ing the bishops to make certain
changes. Let us see now if they will
make good on their revised com—
mitment to ministry."

priests and pastoral counselors will
continue. Dignity/USA believes
that it is only through honest dia—
logue and mutual respect that real
change can be achieved. To that
end Dignity/USA invites the U.S.
Catholic Bishops to recall their of—
fer of an "outstretched hand" and
meet with us to discuss how to pro—
ceed with implementation of "Al—
ways Our Children."
f
Dignity/USA, founded in 1969,
is the nation‘s largest organization
of Catholic Lesbians, Gay men,
bisexuals and transgendered per—
sons, and their loved ones, fami—
lies and friends.
Solution to
Gay/Lesbian
Crossword Puzzle

Dignity/USA remains commit—
ted to seeing that the original mes—
sage and pastoral sensitivity of
"Always Our Children" is retained
and fully implemented. Our hope
— is that the work started because of
"Always Our Children" by bishops,

Drive A Little
Party A LOT !
f

Everyone‘s Welcome at The Other Side !!!
Who is the new Miss Other Side ?
If you weren‘t here, then you‘ll just have to
wait to find out AM

As other denominations
tell you "No,"

Sunday — Friday
$1.00 Domestic Longnecks 5—7 pm
$5.00 Bud Light Draft Beer Bust
NO COVER CHARGE Sunday — Thursday

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"

*%*
First

— Talent (DOG) Night EVERY Friday (Karaoke, too)
*#*

Congregational

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church

Thursday‘s — Show‘s — .,PARTY
11!
* * *#

celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

Sunday‘s — Feature "Barbi" & Friends w/ Devon as your
Bartender, Bring allyourfriends to watch & participate.
3883 Hwy 45 N
Jackson, TN
901—668—3749

(Security)

(Exit 82—B off I—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly‘ Bar"
Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.)

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins » 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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‘THANK Yo
TheMemphis Gay &

Lesblan Community Center
would like to thank all of those who helped to
make the 1998 Riverboat Rlde a Success!
Our Sponsors:
Underground Art| —

-

Paggio‘s for Hair
—The Hard Rock Café
Triangle Journal News
In The Grove Restaurant

*

Friends for Life AIDS Resource Center

and to YOU the Memphls Gay and Lesblan Community, who made this the most
successful and fun boatride to date! We look forwardto seelng you agaln next year'

”MEMPHIS PRIDE

MEMPHIS PRIDE

MEMPHIS PRIDE

MEMPHIS PRIDE

— _

Memphls PrideInc
isproud to
Sponsor

\L|censed to Kill, a Pomt of View Presentatlon

Channel 10
Licensed
to
Kill
is
an
independent
non—fiction
film
by
Academy
Award
—
nominated
filmmaker
Arther
Dong.
In
the
film
Dong
probes
the
minds
and
souls
of
seven
men.
whose attitudes towards homosexuals have led them to murder. Thefilm
August 11...9 pm on WKNO

bnngs
unexpected reality to the statistics of rising hate crimes. Licensed to Kill was a wmner
oftwo top awards at the 1997 Sundance Film Festival.

”MEMPHIS PRIDE

MEMPHIS PRIDE M
— EMPHIS PRIDE

MEMPHIS PRIDE
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Other Points of Interest
A. Aloysius .

f
:

.

>
.

.

is

. "Elegance For Less" —
f
2018 Court (in Midtown Flea Market)

ay
Hours: 9:00 5:00 Fri., Sat., Sun.
:
Vintage Fashions & Furnishings
gWe buy,
sell or trade

uetes

:

FrontStreet
4

’

f

s
1474
M d.

g:
6.
8.i

$55,223;
id‘
David‘s
tui
In the Grove
x
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§
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‘Danny Thomas E
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Interstate

A
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:

-

g

240
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11.
12.
(1.
14.
15.
—

Madison Flame
N—cognit
OncMore _
P & H Cafe*
Pipeline |
The Edge

* Gay Supportive

”mpga?
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ga C i

eaep meat

wise"_

|

”l. Autumn Street Pub —
4.

,

2nd Street

.us

f

Clubs and Restaurants
5 ﬁnzona

f

~

o

®

UJ

W
©

B. Botanica

g. Sulfa}: Playhouse
:
o abbies
f
"F.%
tite.—
G. Gypsy‘s —
s
H. Holy Trinity Church ..
I Te
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Lave
.
x Morden —
.
Paris Theatre
M
*
O.s Star Search Video
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tos
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E
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i
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§
y
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—

@
®

&
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N. Claybrook g

C

;
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Cleveland St.
® watkins
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—
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$
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®

N.Wittett
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Belvedere

PIPELINE

;
C

McLean Bivd.
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Map Not to Scale
Not Al Streets Shown
{; 862 S. Cooper
" NanLemons

® <gf— juenazai1

HRS MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 300AM
1382 Poplar —
PH: (901) 726—5263
§
Memphis, TN 38104

®
£

&
&
5

*I

$
>
®
C~4

Memphis, TN 38104
2722053

Pat Crawlord
Marne St.

”12:55?" | Memphis Gay
| & Lesbian
an:

[Milt1@
f
338 South Front at Vance

AJ~COC

' “$22,219 &

901—523—0599

,
2117 Peabody
~
SAs
~I7B.

901 278 MORE
S (901—278—667 3)
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& THE MID—TOWNERS|
Fall Fun with a Ball |
'
y) New Friends — Old Friends
Maybe Even Date!!
\ Noag'ofitigs nJaustaFin
James 35323 342—4630

or Linda Etherton 323—3111

Switchboard @]
728—4297
24—hrs.
s
S32? 2];ghtly
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Community
Center
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Playhouse on the Square
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UPHIS
THEATRE9
‘ THE,
REPERT
BLACK REPERTORY
S BLACK
MEM

& You Fe
.
When
Through With

BLUES FOR AN ALABAMA SKY

Your Copy of

A FA VORITE TAIL RETURNS

TIN
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August 21 — September 20
a
$
5
R
Call 726—4656 for Tix
}

Pass It On

TJITI COMMIUNITY QALENDAR
©
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday | Friday | Saturday _ |
m=
f
;§
ugus!
pj
]
f
«HTGCSunday
School, « Dinner,
FeastforSt.Friends
« Mtg.,
Integrity6:30pm
Board AJ. Bible Study, Holy MGLCC Board *"Fifty—One Percent," + 2ndAnnual lmegmys
5 Em“frﬁlﬁ'cé’hﬁs‘rm
John‘s
Trinity Community
elections, In the
Sponsored by
p

Remember to

Support@ our
—
Advertiser
s.
&

g

Church Services. 10am
& 6pm
f
* Safe Harbor MCC,

Methodist, 6:30pm

Worshnp Service, am,
c Cnt rods
m
5pm Callusiness
Hal: 276— Mtg.,

+ B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30pm

Church, 7pm
» Living Word
Christian Church,

Service, 7pm
‘+HIV/AIDS Support
Group, Jonesboro,
7pm

Grove, 2865 Walnut
Grove Road, 7pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30pm

+ Softball Tobey Park,
f
6pm
* WAC Meeting, 7pm, call
272—3638
_

«HT

9

Soﬁasi‘gfﬁﬁ'
Seni ca lam

NOW,
WEVL FM 90, ipm
* Catholic Mass with
Special Invitation to

Gays & Lesbians, St.
Patrick‘s Catholic
Church,
7pm
*Karl
Thomas,

Pool Party
«Aphrodite & Friends,
One More, Ipm
* Karl Thomas,

It‘s Good for US,
Good for Them,
and GOOd for

Aminesia

You!
=

Amnesia
%

.o

-

* Pride Rap, 7—8pm,
323—2078

10}...

11

« B—GALA, U of M, _

Trinity Community

7:30pm
hep
® "Licensed to Kill,

Services. 10an £
Som.
_

5

1

* NOW Meeting,

® "Fifty—One Percent,"

YWCA, 766 So.
Highland, 7pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
_.

Church, 7pm
* Living Word

WKNO Channel 10,
9pm

%

12

+ Bible Study, Holy

University Center,

* Living Word
Christian. Church

Christian Church,
Service, 7pm

Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
« Southern Country, _

Squares, Prescott

501 Club, Ipm

¢

Deadline for
isgeaptrelrnber

15]

:

j

Jackson, TN, 2pm
*Memphis Bears
cipNothfeine,
10pm _.
* Fabulous Bodies,
imhests

opm

»

Methodist, 6:30pm

* Safe Harbor MCC;
§

A fan

Bldg. on Union, 3pm
* Integrity Eucharist &

Healing Svc., 6pm;
Dinner/Mtg., 6:45pm,

__

Calvary Episcopai
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$ germ". Tobey Park,

* BGALA Uc°f M.

roup, Jackson,

Chugh Tom ty:
* Living Word
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*
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Support
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1
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1
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« Lambda Support
Group, Jackson, TN,
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Sponsored by NOW,

j

Night, N—cognito,

WEVL FM 90, fpm —

10:30pm, Call Hal:

* BWMT Movie Night,
7pm—$3, Call Hal:
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276—0168 for info or
to volunteer
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Party,
o
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Box 41074
i

(901 ) 324—GAYS
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E
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donated as a public
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® WTC Meeting, 7pm,
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* Luau Party, Backstreet
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* LivingWord Christian
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7:30pm
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Saturday — 11.
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Two

Gay

Set to

and

Bowl

Memphis area Gay and Lesbian
Bowlers will soon have the oppor—
tunity to roll their balls on two dif—
ferent nights as the fall bowling
season gets underway. This will be
the first year for two different
nights of bowling to be offered,
even though it is the second year
for two leagues.
The Mid—Towners, a group
which began its league last year,
will again be bowling on Friday
nights at Cherokee Bowling Cen—
ter on Lamar. The league had only
a small number of bowlers last
year, but it is hoping to have ev—
eryone back as well as attract new
bowlers.
The Mid—Towners will stage
pre—registration at 7 p.m. on Friday
night, Aug, 28, and will begin its
season on Sept. 11. Further infor—
mation about the league can be
obtained by contacting the league
Secretary Linda Etherton at 323—
311L
Sunday evenings will be the

___

Lesbian

This

Leagues

Fall

time for the Brothers and Sisters
Bowling League which will be in
its 13th season this year. Brothers
and Sisters, which began in the old
Big Daddy‘s lanes, has bowled in
several venuesduring the years. In
an effort to upgrade the league and
become part of the increasingly
popular bowling activities of the
city, the league will once again be
moving to a new house this year.
The bowlers will be gathering at
Cordova Bowling Center on Club
Center Cove in Cordova for their
fun and festivities as well as a little
bowling.
Brothers and Sisters will com—
mence its new season with a pre—
registration party on Sunday
evening Aug. 20. The evening will
begin with registration from 6—7:30
p.m. followed by a blind draw
Scotch doubles tournament which
proved a big hit at the league‘s ban—
quet and awards night last season.
Actual league bowling will take
place a 6:30 each Sunday evening

Safeco Extends

beginning Sept. 13.
Information about the Sunday
evening league can be obtained by
contacting the league president
Bobby Rolland at (870) 238—5447,
the league Secretary Richard
Andrews at 465—4371 or the
league‘s Public Relations Director
Susan Baldwin at 375—1530.
"We hope having two nights for
the opportunity to bow! will attract
more area bowlers to our leagues,"
Rolland said in announcing the
move to Sunday evenings for
Brothers and Sisters. "We have so
much fun and fellowship,; and we
hope many others will take advan—
tage of the opportunities. We are
both handicap leagues which gives
everyone the chance to do well, and
there is no big emphasis on who is ©
the best bowler or who has the
highest average. We have people
who average anywhere from 100
to 190 and it makes for a great fun—
filled time."

Internet Debate Expands
The debate about Internet filtering software—which can block
youths‘ access to information about the Lesbian, Gay, bisexual
and transgender community—continues to expand in several
states. .
j
In New Mexico, U.S. District Judge C. LeRoy Hansen blocked
a law to criminalize Internet expressions of "nudity" or "sexual
conduct." —
f
In Utah, the State Records Committee ordered the educational
computer network to give an Internet activist its censorship logs,
which log online sites Utah students have tried to access.
Anti—censorship advocates worry that while filtering softwares
sporadically block pornography and hate sites, they also can keep
Lesbian, Gay, bisexual and transgender youth from critical in—
formation and resources.
&
Says Jeff Walsh, editor of Oasis, the online webzine for Gay
youth: "There are many online sites that a parent might find inap—
propriate for their child. But the answer is not blocking all sites
with sexual content without regard for context."
The ACLU has sued to block the new law in New Mexico

&
— PYRAMID “REALTORS
JERRY EVERETT
REALTOR ASSOCIATE
Bus. 901—753—6300
Res. 901—323—7911
Voice Mail 757—2794 ext. 326

Pyramid Realty, Inc.
134 Timber Creek Drive
Memphis, TN 38018

Benefits to Gay

Workers‘ Partners
SEATTLE (AP) — Starting
next year, Safeco Corp. will extend
employee spousal benefits to part—
ners of its Gay and Lesbian em—
ployees.
The Seattle—based ‘insurance
company said its definition of
"family" will be broadened in Janu—
ary to include employees, their
spouses, dependent children and
same—sex partners.
The policy will apply to all of
Safeco‘s 12,000 employees nation—
wide, said Ron Vivion, director of
human resources.
"I think we‘ ve gotten quite com—
fortable philosophically with the
fact that we have a wide range of

employees," Vivion said. "We‘re
quite an avant garde company, de—
spite the public image."
Safeco recently allowed its em—
ployees to wear something other
than white dress shirts to work.
The idea for extended benefits
coverage came about after Safeco
acquired Indianapolis—based
American States Insurance Com—
pany last year.
That company‘s 5,000 employ—
ees already had health, dental and

group—life insurance coverage for
same—sex partners. Safeco decided
to keep the policy intact after the
merger.
The change is aimed at employ—
ees who cannot legally marry their
domestic partners, which means
that unmarried heterosexual part—
ners still will not qualify, Vivion
said.
Some other. companies that have
similar policies are Walt Disney,
Chevron, Microsoft and Starbucks.

MASSAGE

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

GENTLE, RELAXING

Memphis Gay &
Lesbian

FULL BODY MASSAGE
IN/OUT CALLS

_

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Switchboard

©324—4297

Live Operators
Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Computer Voice—Mail Information
at other times
Queer

Information, Counseling,
Science

:

byIDr. Simon LeVay
See page 33

Referral
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Center, a non—profit, federally tax—exempt organization.
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|f?
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4 4
u /0
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
Hot Tub e Country Club Privileges
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Rt. 4, Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
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Family

Fiction by Jim Noreross
Part OnE
Littue Rock, Late Spring
When I came out of Wal—Mart,
I found a neon yellow flyer stuck
on my windshield. It announced
that the Reverend Billy Bob
Tutwiler was in town, holding a
five—day tent revival at Asher an
University. I‘d grown up with Billy
Bob, but had moved away from our
hometown almost twenty years
ago. We‘d lost contact with.each
other. I didn‘t realize he‘d gone into
religion, and didn‘t know he was
traveling around the country doing
tent revivals.
R
Billy Bob‘s father had been a
minister too, but no one, including
myself, ever dreamed that his Billy
Bob would follow in his father‘s
footsteps. Growing up, Billy Bob
was charming and personable, but
always into some kind of mischief.
—I remember hearing Pauline
Perch and Fern Fitterling talking
about him one Sunday after church.
These women considered them—
selves the moral guardians of the
whole community. "Oh, Billy Bob
is a charmer, smooth as glass with
that innocent grin of his. But
there‘s trouble there, just below the
surface, and waiting to pop out.
Why, I wouldn‘t be surprised if he
wasn‘t in jail before he was twenty—
one, Don‘t you agree, Fern?"
"¥ou gre so right, Pauline," said
Fern.
The photo of the flyer showed a
somewhat heavier Billy Bob, with
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Billy Bob didn‘t mesh with the Culpepper‘s
tioned this toVariety
Billy Bob.Store. I men—

Night
"You want it, Jimmy?" he money didn‘t come in fast enough
asked. "That‘s no problem. I swipe for him. So he ordered a book on
stuff there all the time. Now, this wine—making from a mailhouse,
is how we‘ll get your pistol. You‘re and soon, he‘d concocted a brew
such a goody—goody, no one will he named Sweet Lucy. The name
suspect you of taking anything, so was after his grandmother, who
you go in and go to the back, and was president of the Christian Tem—
I‘ll draw Old Lady Culpepper to the perance Anti—Drinking League for
front of the store. She never takes the county. I remember what a joke
her eyes off me when I‘m in the he thought this was.
The Sweet Lucy business was a
place. I‘ll distract her and you just
pocket whatever you want. It‘ ll be great success almost at once. The
stuff didn‘t taste all thatigreat, but
easy."
Maybe it was the idea of being it was a pretty color and had a pow—
called a goody—goody by one of my _erful kick. Best of all, no one ever
peers that made me agree to shop— went blind from it.
The county was dry, and when
lift. I always wanted to fit in, but
somehow never did. The plan went the word got around about the
just as Billy Bob said it would, and availability of the wine and it‘s
I walked out with the pistol in my potency, the demand doubled and
pocket. However, once outside, I redoubled.
When he turned sixteen, Billy
was so overcome by guilt that I ran
to Junior Perch‘s big pond, threw Bob saved up enough money from
the pistol as hard as I could, and the Sweet Lucy proceeds to buy an
watched it sink slowly into the cen— almost—new red Chevrolet convert—
ter of the pool. I told Billy Bob I‘d ible. He was the first boy in the
class at school to have his own car.
lost it.
In junior high, Billy Bob en— There was some trouble persuad—
tered into a most lucrative bootleg ing his father to co—sign for it, but
business. His grandmother had he finally succeeded by telling his
been placed in a nursing home, and father that he needed the car to take
Billy Bob‘s father told him to look the grapes to market.
With the car came the girls. "I
after her place. He was to mow the
yard; feed Amos, her old tom cat; like great lungs on good—looking
and water the roses. For this, he babes," he used to say as he ran
would get the grapes in his through the list of girls in the class.
grandmother‘s arbor that he could "Doris McGumey has good lungs,
sellat the Farmer‘s Market. Well, but she‘s fat, so she doesn‘t count.
Continued on page 25
he did this for awhile, but the
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Family Values
Night
Continued from page 24
Claudia Howard is damn pretty,
but has no lungs, so she doesn‘t
count either. Sandra Culpepper is
pretty good, but Patti Lou Corney
is better. Nothing but the best for
me. She‘s the one I‘ m going after."
Soon, he and Patti Lou, the
pretty and popular cheerleader,
were seen all over town in the red
convertible. They were frequently
seen parked out at the old aban—
doned rock quarry late at night.
Fern Fitterling and Pauline Perch,
who always seemed to know about
things like this, clucked and said,
"Nothing good is going to come of
this. I can‘t imagine what her
mother is thinking about, letting
her go out with him, even if his
father is a minister."
Then one day, Billy Bob sought
me out. "Patti Lou‘s in trouble,"
he said. "She‘s late. What am I
going to do? My father will kill
.me." I noticed that he didn‘t say
—"We‘re in trouble," just that Patti
Lou was in trouble.
But a few days later, the old grin
was back. "Well, old Patti Lou
came through for me. False alarm."
I noticed, however, that they were
no longer seen riding around town

together.
Later, Billy Bob seemed to be
spending a lot of time with some—
one who had a fast reputation. I re—
member hearing Pauline and Fern
at Bi—Lo Grocery Store discussing
it while they were shopping. ‘Fern,
did you know that Billy Bob is tak—
ing out that redheaded Salveeter
girl? Why, that whole family is
nothing but trash. I‘ ve never heard
of any of them going to church,
have you?" ©
oe ske oe afe a af of ole sie
At the revival tent, the crowd
continued to swell, and it appeared
that the entire population had
turned out. People were standing
in the back and along the sides of
the aisles. The funeral fans waved
furiously.
Finally, a heavy woman in a
white dress sat down at the piano
and began to lead the singing. An
enormous red silk corsage rose and
fell on her ample bosom. There
was also some special music, a trio
featuring a beautiful young blonde
— who sang in a high, soprano voice.
"Doesn‘t she have a voice like
an angel?" said the Lilac Lady.
_ When the crowd began to hold
their hand aloft and sway to the
music, Billy Bob appeared. He‘d
always considered himself to be a
snappy dresser, and the suit he was
wearing appeared expensive and
well—tailored. But the color! It was
of a gaudy, almost turquoise color.
He wore a big diamond ring and
gold nugget cuff links "big enough
to choke a horse," Cecil Fitterling,
Fern‘s husband would have said.
Billy Bob got right down to
business. SIN. "Brothers and sis—
ters, do we hate sin?"
"Yes!" came back the crowd.

"Louder," he said.
"YES, WE HATE SIN!" echoed
the crowd.
Then he was off. Within a few
minutes, he was out of his coat and
tie. In twenty minutes, he was
drenched in sweat and becoming
hoarse as he ran up and down the
aisle. Then he took his coat off and
started beating the floor with it for
emphasis.
For the next two hours (or more)
‘he got the crowd to stand with up——
lifted hands, shouting Hallelyujahs
and Amens, clapping hands to the
music, and giving donations for his
ministry. He mentioned several
times that his tapes and cassettes
were on sale at the back of thetent.
On one of his trips up the aisle,
he spotted me. Pausing just
slightly, he flashed the old grin and
sped things up as if he were put—
ting on a show for my benefit. He
called for the offering plates to be
passed. They came back overflow—
ing. The Lilac Lady next to me
pulled out a twenty from the little
beaded bag. She glared at me when
I only put in two ones. I added a
five.
© Billy Bob looked over at me
with a "How—am—I—doing?" look.
He nodded at me, yelled, and went
into more gyrations and, be
damned, if he didn‘t pass the plate
again for a "Love offering for the
Lord‘s work." I saw the Lilac Lady
open her worn purse once more,
pause a moment, and take out the
only bill left and drop it in the plate.
A picture of her sitting down to a
. dinner of Alpo passed through my
mind.
I‘d had enough and got up to
leave, but then Billy Bob started in
a new direction. He suddenly be—
gan condemning homosexuals, re—
ferring to them as sodomites. For
some reason, I can handle being
called most derogatory names, but
"sodomite" makes my blood boil.
It seems that the word cannot be
said without becoming a sneer.
I don‘t know ‘whether Billy Bob
was aware of my sexual preference,
as it had been a long time since
we‘d seen each other. For a mo—
ment, though, I feared that he
would call me up in front of the
crowd and say, "See, here‘s one!
Here‘s a sodomite!"
That didn‘t happen, but the
crowd loved the new direction the
sermon was taking. Homosexual—
ity was something this crowd could
hate with relish. After all, it had
nothing to do with them. As far as
they knew, they didn‘t know any
homosexuals.
Billy Bob drew heavily from .
Leviticus and blamed everything
from earthquakes and nuclear dev—
astation and the decline of West—
—ern Civilization on Gays. I was
surprlsed that he didn‘t blamethe
drought in western Kansas on us
as well. He used the much—worn
Anita Bryant cliche, "God made
Adam and Eve, not Adam and .
Steve." The crowd laughed as if it
was the funniest line they‘d ever
heard. Then, he threw the final
punch: AIDS was God‘s retribution

against the sodomites!
"Isn‘t he wonderful?" said the
Lilac Lady. —
I was shaking with rage. The
Lilac Lady would probably inter—
pret this as a prelude to me going
into a trance or flinging myself on
the altar to repent. Privately, I kept
saying to myself, "Damn you, Billy
Bob, some way, I‘m going to get
even with you."
Finally, it was over. Billy Bob
disappeared in a gush of mist or fog
rigged by his stage hands. The .
crowd clamored for more, but he
seemed to think it best to just leave
them asking for more and never
returned.
The crowd dispersed slowly, as
if they hated to leave. As I was
waiting to get out, an usher ap—
peared at my elbow and whispered
that the Reverend Tutwiler wanted
to see me in his Winnebago parked
in back. The Lilac Lady was im—
pressed.
"Do you know him?" she asked
breathlessly.
By the time I got to the rear of
the tent, Billy Bob had showered
and changed into a subdued (for
him) pair of slacks and silk shirt,
the designer labels consplcuously
visible.
"Jimmy, so nice to see you.
Quite a surprise." He reached for a
watch on the table. "Say, what do
you think of this? Rolex, you know.
Nice, eh?"
There was a knock at the door,
and then a young, dark—headed
youth filed in, followed by several
others. They were the ushers, and
each was carrying overflowing of—
fering plates. Billy Bob gave the
plates a fast appraisal and seemed
annoyed. He confronted the dark—

headed youth, who was apparently
the head usher. "You guys are still
not doing what I told you. I‘ ve told
you time and time again, walk
slow. You go too fast. SLOW. Do
you hear me? Look them directly
in the eyes as the plate comes to

each one, and stare at them until they >
ante up, and ante up good. Make ‘em
‘nervous. Slow and stare. I‘ve told
you that over and over. Now, we‘ll
go over this again tomorrow."
Billy Bob turned his attention
See Family Values on page 27
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Pipeline is doing another front—
to—back remodeling which is
Summer Doldrums? Nada.
changing the entire layout from the
Coalition founder Bill Johnson and end of the bar to the back door.
by Vincent Astor
What we have seen is a fresh, yet
early member Charlie McMullin
were boti at the Festival. When the consistent, new look for the bar
The best rumour of the month
which has a lot of promise. It is not
is that an interest is reviving in lo— role was called up yonder I was
finished
at this printing but will be —
very.gratified
to
note
that
most
of
cal political action.
this group of friends is still
What is not a rumour is that I
have volunteered to be archivist for around and in good health. _
. By the way, Hunter
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
thought he might be envious
Community Center/Mid—South Ar—
chives. I suppose I have now begn so I‘d better put Sam Graves‘
name in the paper again. Hope
promoted to "official" historian. I
your in decent health, dear.
don‘t intend to do it alone. And
Daneel Buring, compiler of that
very history, is rumoured to be
moving back to town.
Papparazzi Corner
I had two photos taken last
month called "The Survivors
Club," one with former Memphis
Gay Coalition members Hunter
— Johnston and Rev. J. R. Finney and
another picture with Integrity
Convenor Jim Ramsey and J. R.
and myself (also with the same cre—
dentials). What I didn‘t see was that

WHILE

YOU

Remodeling Mania
. Department
(by Lady A.)
Lorenz has settled into the
old "bar side" of the, former
WKRB (that‘s the name this
location had long enough for
many to remember). We do
not know the plans for the
dancebar side. Lorenz, however,
has a teeny, weeny dance floor with
some discolights ‘so those who
wish to indulge may do so.

STILL

tak
We did not go in, but the hype
has been around a while and we
have it"from reliable sources that
Amnesia is involved in a very ex—
tensive facelift. We will report on
same as soon as we have details.
Having built an entire new saloon
in 1998, it seems the original must
be brought up to date. More as the
paint dries.
It is a bit late to mention it but,
since much of this remodeling is
of the "workin progress" category,
we can finally give notice to the
patio at One More. The strip across
the back, which was pretty disgust—
ing during the bar‘s earlier incar—
nations, has been completely
renovated and expanded. Wooden
planters, a small service bar and
other amenities make it a very
pretty and comfortable area. It has
expanded all the way down one
side of the buildirig. It is also the
only Gay/Lesbian bar in Memphis
with a front deck.
Backstreet in this issue is tout—
ing a remodeling of its deck with a
luau scheduled to celebrate.
In The Grove restaurant, with
nearly every square inch filled with
original art, is too new to remodel
so they have modeled a new lunch
menu. Their famous Wednesday
night home—cookin‘ suppers have
spawned daily lunch specials.

These five specials are the most
popular "patrons‘ choice" meals
from Wednesday nights. Lunch be—
gins this week. In the Grove is also
becoming popular as the site of
meetings and group dinners.
We have heard time and time
again that Arizona restaurant will
be relocating soon. How soon? To
where? Only the Shadow knows.
Wonder why more groups don‘t
meet there?
The number of bars serving our
community has just decreased by
one. It shall be now and hencefor—
ward nameless as far as we are con—
cerned. It‘s not nice to fool with
Mother....
Warm Fuzzy for July
It is with sadness and a deep
sense of gratitude that we will bid
farewell to Meristem Books and
Gifts this month. Their eight—year
service to the Gay/Lesbian/
Women‘s community has been
unparalleled in our time. Audrey
May, Vickie Scarborough and all
of their staff, past and present, will
have a lasting place in the hearts
of so many. Not only that, they had
tickets to just about everything.
Oh yes, and they‘re having this
faaaaabulous sale the last two
weeks of August! !!!! !!!!
Coming Up
See if you can trick some of
your not—so—sensitive friends into
coming over for an evening of TV
and looking at Licensed To Kill on
Channel 10, Tue., Aug. 11, at 9
p.m.. It is a story about Gay bash—
ing told by interviews with the
bashers (not the victims). It is a
consciousness—raising tool of the.
first order. It is being sponsored by
our own Memphis Pride, Inc.
Annual Meeting for MGLCC
and elections, Thurs., Aug. 6,
7 p.m. at In The Grove.
R
Congratulations to Miss Other
Side (Jackson), Aurora Knight.
The Cotton Pickin‘ Squares will
host their annual Ice Cream Social
and Intro to Square Dancing on
Thurs., Aug. 27 at their home in
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church.
We understand that Chador and
partner Bernie Gwyn have left
Memphis for greener pastures.
Good luck.

GAN.

Drugs, alcohol and depression are thefirst problem.... The next

monday

problemis finding a treatment center where you can safely be your
self andtalk about thethings you need to.
mornings suck
Fortunately, Pride Institute, the nation‘s leader in providing mental
health & addiction treatment for the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender

—

INSTITUTE
$00—54—PRIDE
Medicare and most insurance plans cover our programs.
www. pride—institute.com
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Now there are stereotypes and
stereotypes. There are cat people
and dog people. For the dog people
(and I mean of the four—footed ca—
nine tribe, not the Miss Frayser run—
ners—up) I have a tip for you. The
upcoming production of Sylvia at
Playhouse on the Square you will
enjoy you don‘t know how much.
All of the advertising cannot do jus—
tice to one of the funniest plays I
have seen in a long time. The
thoughts and conversation of a
foundling stray named Sylvia are
put into words and put into the
mouth of an actress who brings to
a canine the same uncanny moves
and attitudes that make Cats such
an amazing show. No music here,
just lots of fun. If you have ever
wondered what a dog having apo—
plexy over a strange cat was really
saying... well, that‘s one thing you
have in store. Don‘t think about it,
trust me. Just go.
Gentle Admonition
Department
Dear Pipeline: We have hashed
over the tired old dress code com—
plaint before. This time, we will
suffice to say that, since the 4th of
July benefit has receded into the
past and that was an "exempt" day
from dress code, perhaps the day
of the Pride Parade could make up
for this exemption. After alt, a fa—
mous local actor whose specialty
is female roles, who is in town from
San Francisco and really would like
to go there after being in the pa—
rade, mightperhaps be grounds for
an exemption day. Ne c‘est pas?

when your shower drain doesn‘t

communities, has a number of programs nationally.

¥ PRIDE

Aphrodite and friends will be
having another show at One More
on August 8 at 9 p.m.. They have
promised air conditioning for this
round
MGLCC will be expanding its
horizons on Sat., Aug., 22, with a
night at the Memphis Redbirds
game. The Redbirds have been
most welcoming, and those who
wish to indulge may do so. Tickets
are available at Bliss Salon, Star
Search Video and In The Grove.
The book to be discussed at
August‘s Gay & Lesbian Book Dis—
cussion Group will be Farm Boys
by W.. Fellows. This group is spon—
sored by Bookstar which also dis—
tributes the TIN.
I won‘t get to go this year but if
you‘re in the neighborhood or look—
ing for an unusual "family" get—
away, Eureka Springs, Ark., will be
celebrating its second annual Di—
versity Celebration Aug. 28—30
(whew, that was a long sentence).

WOLF RIVER
PLUMBING & PIPING
gene slater (901) 853—5506 — matthew slater (901) 223—5181
residential « commercial — backflow prevention » repairs
remodeling — newconstruction « installation

Final Round
At times, I have thought I would
really like to see a bumper sticker‘
which reads something like:
"Beautify Memphis, Bash a
Baptist Today."
However, Christians aren‘t sup—
posed to act like that. |
j
¢
Ta; ta.
~ AV.K.

How Gay Was the
According to popular myth, the
musical genre called disco was
imported to the United States from
Europe in the 1960s. The word
"discotheque" did indeed come
from France, where it meant any
club that played recorded dance
music. However, disco music itself
got its start in the black Gay dance
clubs of New York City in the late
1960s.
To placate their clients, many of
whom wanted to dance all night,
black Gay deejays began experi—
menting: with records by groups
like the Temptations and the
O‘ Jays. They phased records in and
out, splicing soul with another style
called "Philly." The result was
disco, which had an insistent, puls—
ing, 120 beats per minute. Good
disco music was nonstop; as one
critic put it, the music saturated
dancers and the dance floor.
Disco music, however, didn‘t
achieve wide public attention until
white Gay men adopted it, creat—
ing dazzling dance clubs forfever—
ish, continuous dancing. In the
— summer of 1970, in the early days
of the Gay liberation movement,
the Ice Palace in Cherry Grove,
Fire Island, was one of the first
clubs to set up a deejay booth, gi—
gantic speakers, a mirror ball, and
elaborate lighting that pulsed in
time with the music.
"Disco" became synonymous .
with the clubs where the music
played. Over the next decade in
New York City, Los Angeles, and
other cities across the country, vast,
empty factories and warehouses
were transformed into Gay male
pleasure palaces. Paradise Garage,
the Flamingo and the Saint were
some ofthe glittering favorites of
Gay New York. while Studio One

Disco

Era?

disco‘s heyday.
With its open eroticism, disco
music was a tangible reflection of
Gay sexual liberation. Song lyrics
often suggested sex, with an em—
phasis on fleeting romantic en—
counters. Disco dancing, with its
wild bumping and grinding, offered
up the possibility of casual sex to
Gay men whose sexuality had long
been controlled by the dominant
culture. In disco clubs, The Advo— —

cate reported in 1975, "Nobody
cared who did what to whom, just
as long as you didn‘t stand still."
In this sense, disco fostered a sense
of Gay community centered around
the idea of personal sexual free—
dom. Gay historian Allan Berube
has recalled having "a spiritual
moment or vision" while dancing
in a Gay club during the 1970s. He
thought, "This is what it could be
like ... if we were totally free."
As with many pop culture
movements, disco gradually moved
beyond its underground commu—
nity, becoming a profitable enter—
prise. Clubs turned into expensive,
members—only establishments.
Record producers discovered the
sound and in turn introduced it to
straight America. The hits of
straight recording artists like Gloria
Gaynor ("I Will Survive") and
Donna Summer ("Love to Love
You") were—embraced in the Gay
disco scene. since so many of the
Ivrics could be imbued with Gay —
dominated Hollywood during meaning. But disco also saw its

out with all the boys." At one point, genre.
"In The Navy" was even used in For many Gay men, disco mu—
television commercials for the U.S. sic was more than a passing fad,
military.
and it still holds a place in Gay cul—
Although their manager, ture. The coming of the AIDS cri—
Jacques Morali, was an openly Gay sis may have forced many disco
man, the Village People weren‘t clubs from the landscape, but disco
sold to the public as Gay. Their music itself has remained a sym—
1980 film, Can‘t Stop the Music, — bol of Gay sexual liberation.
forexample, featured the "Indian," David Bianco, M.A. is the au—
Felipe Rose, coming on to women. . thor of Modern Jewish History for
"If you become too political you Everyone. He can be reached care
become provocative," Morali said, _ of this publication or at
‘"and you risk provoking a back— AriBianco@aol.com. For more
lash." Themovie‘s producer, Alan Past Out, visit www. Gay.net.
Carr, was more blunt: "You don‘t Suggested reading:
spend $13 million to make a mi— Braunstein, Peter. "The Last
nority movie."
Days of Gay Disco." Village
Hollywood, in fact, significantly Voice, June 30, 1998.
watered down and transformed Dyer, Richard. "In Defense of
disco for straight consumption. The Disco." In Corey K. Creekmur and
which is still a standard in Gay 1978 hit movie Saturday Night Fe— Alexander Doty, eds., Out in Cul—
clubs and at Gay pride events. ver marketed disco in a neat pack— ture: Gay, Lesbian, and Queer Es—
Sylvester contributed most of his age and presented it to middle says on Popular Culture (Duke
earnings to AIDS organizations America asa new heterosexual fad. University Press, 1995).
before succumbing to the disease Like all fads, disco eventually
Thomas, Anthony. "The House
in 1988 at age 40. His female back— faded, though it has recently been the Kids Built: The Gay Black Im—
share of Gay performers whose
popularity crossed over to straight
audiences.
One such performer, Sylvester,
began his career in the 1950s as a
child gospel singer. In the late
1970s, he became an openly Gay
disco star, performing in evening
gowns and boas and recording hits
like "Disco Heat," "Fever," and
writing the. gold record, "You
Make Me Feel (Mighty Real),"

up singers, Two Tons 0° Fun, found
their own popularity in Gay male
clubs with the disco hit, "It‘s Rain—
ing Men."
The Village People presented a
parody of both traditional mascu—
linity and urban Gay male culture,
by performing in costumes as ma—
cho "types" — a construction
worker, an Indian, a cowboy, a cop,
a leatherman, and a soldier. To Gay
listeners, the group‘s biggest hits,
like "Macho Man," and "YMCA,"
had obvious referents. But straight
people who didn‘t know (or want
to know) that YMCAs had histori—
cally been places for Gay men to
cruise each other and have sex
could miss the double meaning of.
Ivrics like, "It‘s fun to stay at the
YMCA. /They have everything for
young men to enjoy./You can hang

Living Words

_

Christian Church —
]. Kyle

bearers, Pastor

340 N.Garland
Memphis. TN 38104
Phone 276—0877
Sunbay Morning
10 a.m.
Sunoay Evening
6 p.m.
Weonesday Evenms
7 p.m.

l—or You O Lord, are good., and ready to forgave
(our trespasses. sending them away,
'
letting them go :nompleetely and forever);
<and You are abutid 3AF iftmercy and loving: _
kmdmessto call t ase wno; emit upon ¥ou
Ps 3 meaa Mme;

Join us in worship as we share in His Kindness!

enjoying a revival in books and
movies that tend to ignore the role
of Gay culture in creating the

print on American Dance Music."
In Creekmur and Doty.

Family

out? Hell, you know what I like."
Now the cogs in my mind were
turning. "Yes, Billy Bob, I think |
Values
know just the place—and it‘s a pri—
Continued from page 25
vate club."
"Great," he said. "Go look out
back to me as the ushers scurried _
out of the motorhome. "Jimmy, side and see if anyone is out there. ]
excuse me, but you just can‘t seem tell you, they watch me like a hawk."
I went tothe door and peered out.
to find good help anymore."
He laughed and walked over to .It felt like I was back at Culpepper‘s
a small refrigerator and opened it. Variety Store again, where years ago
It was filled with various soft I had stolen that water pistol! while —
drinks and expensive mineral wa— Billy Bob had distracted the owner.
ters. "Look at this. Not a damn The little soprano was lingering, ap—
thing to drink. Man, what I parently waiting for me to leave, and
wouldn‘t give for a real drink —— ‘no doubt wondering who the hell I
even someof that old Sweet Lucy. was. | guessed right off that she
Those were the days!"
: wasn‘ t one of those "rednecks" I was
He looked a the overflowing supposed to be looking for.
"All clear," I said.
collection plates. "Prefty good, eh?
"Great. ‘ He plucked several of the
Better take than my old man ever
took in six months, I bet: The larger bills from the collection plate. .
crowds love me. ! should have gone "This is my treat." A picture of the
on the road years ago. Don‘t have lilac Lady with her dinnerof Alpo
to do any ofthose sickbed house came backfo me.
"Tiscovery 1," I said. It was the
calls tike my father had to make.
Hell, if someone wants me to marry biggest Gay bar in the city, and one
them, I can get M1000 from them, of the largest in the Mid—South.
"Sure there‘s going to be soime—
and they are glad to pay for it, 1‘m
‘\ putting together a $2,000 package one you can introduce me to? Hell; —
with an autographed picture of me bet you know all the women around
here, you being single and all." He
on a Bible. They‘ll pay it."
‘He grinned the old grin. "What nudgedme knowingly with his elbow.
"No problem;" I said. If )remerm—
did you think of that little blonde
singer out there tonightr Nice bered correctly, the Discovery was
holding a drag pageant there tonight,
lungs, eh?" .._
He paced thefloor and opened ~ and@perhaps Stephanie (born—Steven)
the refrlgeraton again. "Damn, L would be there. He/she was a good ..
‘meed .a drink.‘ Then. the grin re— sport, andi/ insure. she would come ;,
toBilly Bobif asked her. I was
turned and 1. could almost see hr ‘"on
j
cogs—in hlSlmndturning as anidea «. particularly glad that her physical.
conyersxon wasn‘ complete though._.} °
formed:
is
~ *Say, Jammy,you live here now. . shehad the breast implants in nlace.
Bet you know ofsome place where ®. ("Ready; Iimmy?" asked Billy
we wouldn‘ be apt to run into any Bob
"Ready," I said. "Can‘ t wait."
of those unwashed rednecks out
To be continued
there. A private club, maybe? A
place where some lungs might hang
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LocalShowino of Gay—Bashing Documentary
influenced
themvictims.
to beat up, stab.:
by Gary Coughlan
and
shoot
their
Religiouswordsbeliefs
(Pat
"Ifyou
faggots
anddykes
would
Robertson‘s
"inspired"
one
justrealize
yourbehavior
is
abnor—
killer),
Clinton‘s
Gay
military
mal could
and verygetsickening,
this soci— policy (four straight victims died
ety
rid
of
sickening
— in thatrestaurantattack),
family"al—
ex—
people
like
you."
‘amples
(a
father
who
became
Thisleftchilling
message,
onema—of most genocidal"towards Gays
many
on
an
answering
when
hetargets
saw,.them
on TV),
Gays
chine,
will
whiplash
the
sensibili—
as
easy
(fearful
of
reveal—
ties
ofviewers
ofLicensedTo
Kill, ing Gayness) and police indiffer—
along
with
grisly
photos
of
Gay—
ence
tothis totypeofcrime
werecited
bashing
victims,
some
of
whom
as
reasons
kill.
lived to testify against their attack— Amongthemurderers, two were
ers.
molested
as children,
threetwosaid
con—
.be_ WKNO—TV(Channel
10)
is
to
siderthemselves
religious,
commendedthisforfilmits courage
in police don‘t Care about Gay—bash—
broadcasting
by
Arthur
ing, threeand,hadincredibly,
agcomplicesonein mur
their,
Dong,
Tues.,
Aug.
11,
at
9
p.m..
attacks
In 1977,by ArthurDong
was Gay—
derer
is Gay
himself.straightcouple,
The victims
bashed
four
teenagers
who
included
anelderly
shortly also Killclearly
attacked a points
priest out,(as a young Vietnamese
LicensedTo
many
Gay—bashing
victims
areof
straight.)
Horrified
at
this
level
hate in America,Dong‘s
filmsevenis
primarily
his
interviews
with
convicted
and imprisoned,
Gay—
bashing
murderers,
along
with
TV
coverage
ofgraphic
confrontations
andDong
horrifying
crime
scenes.to actu—
says,
"I
wanted
ally
meetthe men whose
contempt
for
homosexuals
led
them
tomur—
kill
people
like
me."
The
seven
derers (onegraphically
serving time
East
Arkansas)
discussin what
Memphis

Pride Underwrites

and the Unitarian Universalist
Fund For A Just Society helped
underwrite this 80—minute film.
Memphis Pride, Inc., is the local

sponsor. Watch it and see just who
is "abnormal and very sickening."
Clue: It‘s not Gays and Lesbians.

A

Film Festival in 1997. Me‘shell
Ndegeocello aids the soundtrack
with her "Leviticus: Faggot" and
the Hugh M. Hefner Foundation

Indiana Teachers Suspected of

Being Gay Receiving Threats

refugee and a
Minnesota state senator.
j
The famous video of a San Jose
Gay man who‘ was frequently as—
saulted by his neighbor and caught
one of the attacks on tape is also
shown. The word "kill" is seen
written in one murdered Gay man‘s
blood. It cannot be stressed enough
that this is a most graphic and hor—
rifying video. It is also a must—see
one.
Licensed To Kill won its Acad—
emy Award—nominated filmmaker
two top awards at the Sundance

LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) —
Teachers suspected of being Gay
have received anonymous letters
and phone calls threatening to ex—.
pose: them and force them out of
the classroom, an act the school su—
perintendent calls an "orchestrated
smear campaign" by a hate group.
But school officials say they are
powerless to protect employees
without opening them up to more
harassment or fueling suspicions
about every teacher that leaves the
district.
"It‘s very disturbing that some
of, your best teachers — that any
teachers — are getting hate mail,"
said CJ Brown, Lafayette school
board president. "We really don‘t
know what to do because we don‘t
know who‘s doing this. You can
only box with ghosts for so long."
Lafayette School Corp. Super—
intendent Ed Eiler has confirmed
that a handful of Lafayette School
Corp. teachers and principals have
during the past few months re—
ceived a series of anonymous let—

ters and phone calls threatening to to the school board, saying he
exposethem.
feared a destructive fight that
Eiler said six of the letters have would reopen wounds left by two
threatened to force him to resign divisive battles over whether to put
unless he fired the suspected Gay sexual orientation on par with race
employees.
and creed in Lafayette‘s human re—
In those letters to the Lafayette lations ordinance.
newspaper, employees at several
The editor of a periodic, conser—
Lafayette schools are singled out. vative Lafayette newspaper said
One letter purports that a group she believes she and her political
formed in August 1997 had paid a allies are being unfairly blamed for _
private investigator to follow sev— the smear campaign.
eral school employees to prove
Diana Vice is editor of Family
they are homosexuals.
— Times, which fought for the repeal
The letters say, "(Dt is time to ofthe sexual orientation section of
rid our schools of immoral people." Lafayette‘s human relations ordi—
Eiler—said he was torn between nance and labels homosexuals im—
the legal obligation to employees‘ moral.
privacy and a sense of duty to stand
"Because we take a stand on ho—
up to what he called "a clear cam— mosexuality doesn‘t mean we‘re
paign of hate."
—
going to go out there and follow
Eiler said he wrote a letter three people," Vice said.
months ago spelling out details of
Eiler said the anonymous cam—
the harassment and calling on the paign is wearing on the school
school corporation to declare that corporation.""We‘ve been put
it wouldn‘t be intimidated by such against the wall by a faceless hate
tactics.
®
group. I‘m not sure we can stand
Eiler never presented the letter for it much longer," he said.

Safe Harbor — Metropolitan Community Church
P.O. Box 41691, Memphis, TN 38174 * (901) 458—0501 * SafeHMCC@aol.com

Worship:

Sundays at 11

a.m. and 7 p.m.

Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd"
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union and Cooper (Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
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_ newspapers across the country fea—
turing "former" homosexuals,
claiming "that Truth shall set you
free." These Christian—sponsored
gimmicks are designed only to light —
passions on a hot topic during an
election year, not to get people into
a treatment, or rather brainwashing,
program.
—
Happy to hear... I used to be
disgusted, but now I‘ m amused. But
let‘s talk about the Truth. Politi—
cians like to take an emotional or
controversial issue and use it to beat
up on others. There are two prece—
dents: women‘s rights and civil
rights. If it had been up to the ones
who wanted to deny rights to these
two groups, women would still be
in the kitchen and Blacks would
still be on the back of the bus, so to
speak. Laws had to be created to
}

rman Abt Aca

"Phhhfft... ‘ere." Works for me.
Sad to say... He‘s not such a
Sad to say... From the confer—
great role model after all. Green
ence in Geneva, there appears to be
Bay player and part—time Baptist
a newer strain of HIV that is resis—
preacher Reggie White is preach—
tant to protease inhibitors. AIDS
ing against the sins of homosexu—
viruses have long circulated that
ality in front of the Wisconsin
—were resistant to AZT and some of House and Senate and in churches
the other older drugs. These viruses
wherever he goes. He wore his
will be difficult and perhaps impos—
Packers uniform in newspaper ads,
sible to treat with today‘s medica—
when his preacher collar would
tions. How has this happened?
have been more appropriate. He and
Patients sometimes fail to stick to
his wife also appear in a TV com—
the strict drug schedules, missing — mercial speaking out against same—
doses here and there. Some take the
sex marriages which is to air in
medications wrong, i.e. on an
Hawaii before that state‘s elections
empty stomach or with the wrong
on the topic. If he were just a Bap—
foods, depending on the drugs they
tist preacher, this all would be noth—
take. These are examples of win—
ing unusual. But he is much more
dows of opportunity for the virus
than that, being a hero to many and
to mutate, which leads to resistance a role model for others. Frustrated
and drug failure. This is com—
from tht hounding by the press,
pounded by the fact people are be—
claims they should concentrate on
coming lazy about safe—sex because football, saying, "We don‘t got to
of the false sense of security the
keep talking about that."
new drugs have given to those who
Happy to hear... Yes, we do!
are so desperate for good news.
Coach Holmgren has requested
People with HIV are recontaminat—
White cool his jets so the team can
ing themselves by having unsafe
stay focused on football.
sex with others who have HIV, and
Sad to say... Sorry, the news this
the resistant strains will be passed
month was HEAV—Y! Couldn‘t
‘to others.
find too much humor.
Happy to hear... Can‘t think of
Happy to hear... As Scarlett
much, except that I‘m reminded of would say, "There‘s always tomor—
Smokey Bear: "Only you can pre—
row.
vent ..."

aise..alateeadelealent tical n dbo s lter

AIDSvax, the first to use humans.
Injections of about5,000 volunteers
. in more than 30 cities have begun.
To date, however, the best hope for
Happy to Hear
©
easing the epidemic is still preven—
tion. _
.
By Butch Valentine
Sad to say... The mention of sex
education, condom distribution,
allow them to participate equally in
and needle exchange programs
Sad to say... You can tell it‘s
our society, and even though there
cause politicians and religious lead—
getting closer to election time be—
are still instances of discrimination,
ers to convulse and slide into a cata—
cause Gay—bashing is becoming
the
contributions by those set free
tonic state.
more frequent and very mean—spir—
Happy to hear... These pro—
ited. Senate Majority Leader Trent, by the Truth have been immeasur—
able. So what is the Truth? Any
grams could save millions, as
Lott, R—Miss., likened Gays to
form of repression, suppression or speaker after speaker told those
groups of people with illnesses,
discrimination against a certain who gathered at the World AIDS
such as alcoholics and kleptomani—
group of people is socially and
Conference. And quite contrary to
acs. "I do not quarrel with the Bible
morally incompatible with what is
what some would think, the pro—
on this subject," said House Major—
simply just and right. The Truth
grams work well and do not in—
ity Leader Dick Armey, R—Texas,
means equal rights for all. Yes, it is crease promiscuity or drug use. In
in regards to Lott‘s statement. And
true... the Truth shall set us free!
actuality, drug use has gone down
then there is this puzzler from Sen.
And
to those who believe the world
in some areas. Come on leaders!
John McCain, R—Ariz., "Gays
should not be in the military... At would be a better place without Get with the program and back a
equal rights for all, I say....
worthy program of education and
the same time, I don‘t believe we
EVOLVE!
\
prevention.
should discriminate against anyone,
Sad to say... With Ellen off the
Sad to say... Since medicinal
and that includes because of their
air, what will be in the new TV sea—
marijuana became legal in Califor—
sexual orientation." Notice any
nia January 1st, there has been
similarity here? All are Republi— , son for Gays? Encore! with Nathan
Lane has a rough road, as Lane por—
much confusion over some key
cans! All are Republican Righteous
trays (unconvincingly) a womaniz—
questions, leading to arrests of
Wonders who bash others to get
ing opera singer. What a stretch!
some patients and raids on clubsin
publicity and votes. And to whom
Happy to hear... More promis—
San Francisco. Enforcement varies
are they talking? The so—called
ing is Will & Grace, a sitcom about > from city to city, adding to the con—
Christians, the Religious Righteous
a Gay man living with a straight fusion. People who fear that
Wonders who are trying to control
. woman. Will Will have a chance to
"smoke two joints and call me in
the social issues in this country.
kiss anybody? Tune in and see.
—
the
morning" will become the norm
This powerful group has for some
Sad to say... During the last
are still trying to deny the rights of
time been pressing Republican
AIDS conference two years ago in
those with painful, terminal ill—
leaders to move on a social agenda
Vancouver, there was actual eupho—
nesses, such as cancer and AIDS.
which includes homosexuality.
ria and a sense of restrained giddi—
Happy to hear... The COakland
Happy to hear... "People may
ness among theparticipants from all City Council voted to let medical |
not approve of the Gay lifestyle, but
the good news on the AIDS front.
marijuana users stock 24 times the
they don‘t like mean—spirited bash—
The atmosphere was pretty somber
limit set by Atty. Gen. Dan
ing of any minority group," says
this time as the 12th World AIDS
Lungren, a fierce foe of the medi—
Rich Tafel, executive director of the
Conference in Geneva was intro—
cal marijuana measure. Patients can
— Gay Log Cabin Republicans group.
duced to reports of new problems
stock 1 1/2 pounds of pot that has
Some Republicans fear the GOP‘ s
with the anti—AIDS drugs and set—
been readied for smoking without
embrace of religious—right concerns
backs in vaccine trials. There was
fear of arrest, and will be allowed
will turn off the moderates. Hope—
disheartening news. A promising
to grow up to 144 plants indoors,
fully that will prove to be true, for
vaccine tested in monkeys actually
48 flowering and 96 non—flowering.
at this point, the Democrats have a
caused the disease, and the much
This is way above Lungren‘s efforts
chance to recapture the House in
heralded protease inhibitors have
to restrict pot smokers to two plants
November with a net gain of just
failed some patients and caused side
per month, which is about an ounce
11 seats. If this were to happen,
effects in others.
$
of cannabis, enough for 35 ciga—
laws that directly pertain to Gays
Happy to hear... I still think the
rettes—little
more than one a day.
may have a better chance of pass—
fact that the new drug cocktails has
Oakland police have been asked to
ing. Do you think that if we quit
«caused the AIDS death rate to fall
honor the policy, but users myst
voting they will all go away? NOT!
by two—thirds in the U.S. is nothing
forfeit their pot if they cannot pro—
Better pay attention to what is hap—
to sneeze at. Also, there is news of vide adoctor‘s note within "two
pening.
a new FDA—approved three—year — days. Do you know what the most
Sad to say... And let‘s not for—
trial of a potential vaccine called
popular word in California is?
get the full—page ads running in
Sad to Say,

ah ies
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MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE ©
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) » 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E.. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825

sider nikarenite Als ate

nimicmpi u,

Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins e 358—8642

— U—PICK—EM! SPECIAL —
2428" 3436" 4944" 550° 6*550°

&

WE NOW CARRY CD ROMS

andchecks accepted at #1 and #2

POOR
1998 Compuline, Reno NV
One—on—One, Private Connections

OPEN 7 DAYS
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According to Peter Piot, execu—
tive director of the United Nations‘
AIDS program, it is both a moral
imperative and in our own self—in—
CAY
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battle against
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AIDS in the developing world, for
if the virus is allowed to spread

JOIN IN OR JUST EAVESDROP

unchecked, economic collapse is

By Simon LeVay,
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likely to follow. "The biggest dis—

Ph.D.

1—9>00

appointment is the lack of political

Where do we stand in the war against AIDS?
Aseries of articles in Scrence Now they‘re probably glad that that they will probably remain fully
(19 June 1998), written by leading
their offer was turned down, be—
cause many of the monkeys that
received attenuated—virus vaccines
have fallen sick or died. It turns out
that the weakened virus was able
to repair its damaged gene and to
regain full virulence.
Although there are many av—
enues left to explore, Harold
Varmus (director of NIH) and Neal
Nathanson (director—designate of
the Office of AIDS Research) con—
clude that "a vaccine that fully pre—
vents the establishment of HIV
infection is a daunting and perhaps
an impossible goal." Accordingly,
researchers havelowered their
sights and are working on vaccines
that are likely to be only partially
effective.
One such vaccine consists of the
proteins of the virus‘s outer enve—
lope, produced by recombinant
DNA technology. The vaccine has
the advantage of being safe, but the
limited human tests done so far
suggest that it may not confer any
protection. Nevertheless, a vaccine
of this kind is now being tested on
several thousand people in the U.S.
and Thailand. Anyone who re—
ceives this vaccine should be aware

susceptible to infection and to de—
veloping AIDS.
Prevention: Considering that
nearly six million people world—
wide were newly infected with HIV
in 1997, prevention programs could
be considered an abysmal failure.
Still, there have been some strik—
ing small—scale successes. In Thai—
land, for example, educational
efforts have led to increased con—
dom use, less extramarital sex and
less sex with prostitutes. As a re—
sult, the rate of HIV infection has
dropped by 50 percent among
young men (to 1.9 percent) and by
30 percent among pregnant women
(to 1.7 percent).
Condom use has also increased
markedly in some parts of Africa.
In Congo, for example, a media

campaign led to a twenty—fold in—
crease in condom sales in Just three
years.
In San Francisco, the fraction of
Gay men who practiced unpro—
tected anal sex dropped from 65
percent to 18 percent during the
years 1985 to 1988, but a much—
publicized reversal of this trend
among younger Gay men threatens
to start a new wave of disease.
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Memphis. TN
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both rich and poor," says Piot. "The
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price of not acting is going to cost
us millions in human lives but also
billions in dollars."
Simon LeVay,

Ph.D.,

is well
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knownfor his research on the "gay
brain." He is author or co—author
of

ALL ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

Friends, Queer Science (all MIT
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Press),

Sexual

Brain,

City

the novel Albrick‘s Gold

(Richard Kasak Books), and The
Earth in Turmoil (W.H. Freeman,
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researchers and policymakers, of—
fer a dramatic overview of the
progress that has been made and of
the immense challenges that still
face us. Here are some highlights.
— Treatment: David Ho of
Rockefeller University, a pioneer
in the development of combination
therapy (and Time magazine‘s 1996
Man of the Year), discusses the
prospects for fully eradicating the
virus from the body of an HIV—
positive person. Although combi—
nation therapy often reduces the
amount of virus in the blood to un—
detectable levels, stopping treat—
ment (even after two years) allows
virus to reappear. This is because
several kinds of cells in the body
harbor HIV in an inactive form, in
which it is unaffected by anti—HIV
drugs. The longest—lived of these
cells are the so—called "memory
CD4 cells" — T lymphocytes that
have integrated the virus into their
DNA but that have then gone into
a state of dormancy. Ho estimates
that, left to themselves, these cells
will continue to harbor HIV for at
least seven years and possibly for
more than 10 years.
Ho also suggests, however, that
it may be possible to flush out these
memory cells by "activating" them,
ie. by causing them to start pro—
ducing new virus. Once the
memory cells go down this path—
way, they have only a short life—
time. Promoting a surge of virus
production might not seem like a
wise course of action, but as long
as the person is being successfully
treated with combination therapy it
should not cause harm. How to per—
form the activation? Ho proposes
using a variety of known T cell ac—
tivators, at least one of which is a
clinically available drug. These
. substances would need to be modi—
fied, however, to increase their ef—
fectiveness and to reduce their
toxicity. If this technique should
work, we might finally dare to
speak of a "cure."
Vaccines: The search for an
AIDS vaccine has been going on
for more than ten years. What
seemed to be dramatic break—.
throughs have been followed by
equally dramatic let downs. Just
last year, for example, there was a
lot of hope for vaccines made of
"attenuated" viruses — live HIV
particles that have been rendered
harmless by removal of part of one
of their genes. A group of doctors
even volunteered themselves to be
the first to receive the vaccines.

commitment in many countries,
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talked openly of having a child to—
gether. No word on who fathered
Bernhard‘s baby.

Deep Inside
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by Romeo San Vicente
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Harvey the Duck,
Sharon Stone will narrate an,
upcoming HBO animated special
The Sissy Duckling, created by Gay
writer/actor Harvey Fierstein. _
Described as a "Gay version of
the ugly duckling story," Fierstein
will voice the part of the queer
quack. Otherstars lending their
voices to the project include Ellen
DeGeneres, Anne Heche, Melissa
Etheridge, Frasier‘s Dan Butler and
Andy Dick of NewsRadio fame.
Degeneres and Fierstein have both
done other high—profile voice—over
work, lately, in Dr. Doolittle, and
Mulan, respectively.
Speaking of Heche, she is set to
play Sally Bowles in the Los An—
geles production of Cabaret. The
part is a charm for those who‘ve
played it before; Liza Minnelli won
an Oscar for her film portrayal of
Sally and Natasha Richardson, who
played the plucky dancer on Broad—
way, won a Tony for the role this
year.
Happy Trails
Gus Van Sant continues his hot
streak by signing to direct Colum—
bia Pictures‘ Brokeback Mountain,
a love story about two Gay cow—
boys. This is familiar turf for the
Oscar—nominated director, who

brought Tom Robbins‘ story about
a Lesbian cowgirl to the big screen
in 1993‘s forgettable Even Cow—
girls Get the Blues.
The project has an illustrious
creative team behind it. Based on
a New Yorker article by Pulitzer
Prize—winning author Annie L.
Proulx (The Shipping News), the
story is being adapted for the screen
by another Pulitzer—winner, Lone—
some Dove novelist Larry
McMurtry, along with his writing /
partner Diana Ossana. Mega—pro—
ducer Scott Rudin will oversee the
project, making it likely some big
names will be attractedto the pic.
The original story first appeared
in Oct1997. The contemporary
cowboyseach have wives but fall
madly in love, leading to difficult
chaqices.
Pass the Turkey Baster
Bisexual performance artist and
actress Sandra Bernhard, who is
much more than "Madonna‘s
former gal pal," recently had her
first child. Bernhard, 42, gave birth
to Cicely Yasin, who came into the
world at 7 pounds and 10 ounces.
Melissa Etheridge and her part—
ner, director Julie Cypher, beat
Sandy to the punch earlier this sea—
son, and Ellen and Anne have

«Leo Settles
International
heartthrob
Leonardo DiCaprio has settled out
of court with Playgirl in his at—
tempt to block the "women‘s"
magazine from printing nude pho—
tos of him taken without the actor‘s
permission.
Terms were not disclosed, and
there‘s no word from the magazine
on whether the pics will ever be
published, but don‘t count on it.
Welcome to
Controversy
The director of the 1995 indie
‘hit Welcome to the Dollhouse faces
uncertainty over whether his next
film, Happiness, will be released.
Word about Todd Solondz‘s
new project has been spreading
across Hollywood because of its
very provocative subject matter,
including references to pedophilia
anda subplot in which a doctor
becomes obsessed with his 11—
year—old—son‘s male classmates,
letting out his "tension" by mas—
turbating to teen magazines.
Independent mainstay October
Films was set to distribute the pic—
ture but its parent company, Uni—
versal Pictures, has become wary
of the potential controversy and
has forced its subsidiary to back
out. However, another of the film‘s
backers, Good Machine Interna—
tional, will attempt to release it in
mid—October. Ironically, that‘s
when the Samuel Goldwyn Co. is
scheduled to release the controver—
sial remake of Lolita. That project,
about the illicit affair between a
college professor and a 12—year—old
nymphette, has been in limbo for
more than two years.
. Indie News
Fresh off the success of his film
Billy‘s Hollywood Screen Kiss at

Sundance and the Los Angeles Gay
and Lesbian film festival, director
Tommy O‘Haver, 31, has been
tapped by Universal to direct a live—
action feature based on the Archie
comic series. And Sean P. Hayes,
who plays Billy in the film, is ven—
turing into the mainstream as well
but remaining Gay in the new NBC
series Will and Grace, which, in
addition to Hayes‘ supporting role,
features a queer lead character.
Another hot indie movie now
playing is Buffalo 66, featuring
writer/director/actor Vincent Gallo,
who is perhaps most famous as the
grimy looking CK ad model.
Gallo wore all three hats in this
film, which has been attracting gen—
erally positive buzz. However,
when he read a so—so review by a
New York Post critic, he reportedly
responded by calling her and sug—
gesting she was a Lesbian, noting
she gave a better review to the ac—
claimed dyke hit High Art, starring
Ally Sheedy, because of her sexual
orientation.
Gallo then repeated the queer
name—calling by suggesting a
Newsday critic who he mistakenly
thought had dissed his movie was
Gay. Wonder if Gallo ever threw
such verbal digs at his old boss
Calvin Klein?
Madonna Retracts Her
Claws?
Madonna is trying to decide
whether or not to take the role of
Maggie the Cat in the London stage
revival of Tennessee Williams‘ Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof. The character,
played by Elizabeth Taylor in the
1958 movie, is married to a sexu—
ally ambiguous man unable to sat—
isfy her carnal desires.
_
Whether or not she takes the
part, she remains busy stateside.
First, word has it that our favor—
ite diva‘s production company is
shopping around an idea for a
quasi—game show for television,

HALLOWEEN
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Tidbits...
There‘s little left to report about
LaStreisand‘s wedding to James
Brolin, but here‘s one interesting
nugget you may not have heard:
The nuptials were said to be mov—
ing, but especially so to John
Travolta, who reportedly cried
when Babs sang to her new hus—
band. Travolta must be the only
straight man who cries at a
Streisand "concert."
Just when you thought Holly—
wood couldn‘t come up with a
worse idea than the Psycho remake
comes this bit of information: Teen
queen and alleged actress Jennifer
Love Hewitt (Party of Five) has
signed to play Audrey Hepburn in
an ABC movie about the icon‘s
life. What‘s next, Tori Spelling as
Marilyn Monroe?
Few people are as faithful to
Lesbians as Howard Stern, who
promises a high dyke visibility on
his weekly late—night talk show
starting in October on CBS. Stern‘s
new talkfest will compete directly
with NBC‘s tired Saturday Night
Live behemoth.
$
Romeo San Vicente, who thinks
Maddona should hop a plane to
London, can be reached in
care of this publication or at
RSVicente@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www. Gay.net.

NFW OPLFANS

HAVE THE SCARE oF YOUR LIFE!!
PARTY ROUOND TRIP ON AMTRAK
SPEND 2 SPOOKY NIGHTS IN THE HEART OF THE FRENCH
QUARTERS
GO ON A MIDNIGHT GHOST TOUR
VISIT VAMPIRES a‘r NIGHT
~ATTEND ANNE RICES® COVEN BALL
RESERVE YOur space NOW *
October 30 — November 1, 1998

6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
—

Truth or Dare. The show (based
loosely on her favorite parlor game
as shown in her 1992 tour movie
of the same name) would be set in —
a party—type atmosphere. Let‘s
hope it brings back the randy
double entendres of such game
show classics as Match Game.
And Madonna‘s Mayday Films
has optioned the right to Lisa
Rearden‘s controversial debut
novel, Billy Dead, as part of a deal
with Warner Brothers. The book
tells the story of an incestuous af—
fair between brother and sister in a
small town.
f

St. John‘s United Methodist
Church ~—Peabody & Bellevue

*Package Price: $510.00 per person based on double occupancy
and availability.

Attend the Feast for Friends
Benefit at Backstreet —
Contact
Thurs., Aug.

13,

Jean Morris

11:00 p.m.

Feast for Friends is a service of Friends for Life to the HIV infected and affected community
including people living with HIV or AIDS, their friends, caregivers, family and friends. While the dinner
is free, those who are able are requested to make a donation to offset expenses.
Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
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MANFINDER

Memphis

Personals
Talking Personals! Hundreds of guys to choose from! Gall Now!
ANY OL WAY I‘m a 35 year old, tanned,
healthy White Male, brown hair, blue eyes,
58", 185 lbs. I‘m looking for a Black Man,
who is 22—35 years of age, very healthy, for
a safe, casual, fun relationship. (Memphis)
©17907
&

RECEIVING LINE Nice looking, Black male,
25, with a medium build, seeks a tall Black
male, over 6ft, who loves to give, in avery
way, because I love to be on the renewing
end. (Jackson) 212177

PICKING UP SPEED I‘m a Gay White Male,
48, 5°9‘, 180 lbs, in search of a Man with a
good sense of humor and self for a relation—
ship or whatever comes up‘ Age and race
are unimportant. Hey, once you‘re over the
._ hill, you pick up speed. (Columbia) @16652

A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP This beautiful,
Black male, bottom, 5‘5, 140lbs, seeks a
beautiful, Black, dominant top, 5‘8 to 6‘3,
who is fit, healthy, and into very hot times.
(Memphis) @13618
SHOW ME THAT CHEST I‘m an aggres—
sive, 33 year old, Gay White Male, 6‘0", 210
lbs with blonde hair, green eyes and a hairy
chest. 1 want to meet someone for friend—
ship, possible relationship, who is—40 years
of age, or older and who has dark hair and
a hairy chest. (Memphis) ©14924
WHAT‘S— THAT PEEKING OUT? This
Single Male, 41; is looking for hairy, uncut
Men who enjoy the simple things in life. 1
like to read, bike, go to movies, dine out, or
just stay at home with someone special. 1
really like to see hair sticking out of a Guy‘s
shirt. (Memphis) #16202
»
FRIENDSHIP MATTERS I‘m a 19—yéar—old
Male, 559", 180 ibs., with brown hair and
brown eyes. I‘m very career—oriented right
now and am not seekinga serious relation—
ship, but 1 would like to meet and get to
know other masculine Guys ages 18—30. 1
enjoy the outdoors, baseball, music, fun—
ning, biking, and swimming. _ Let‘s get —
together. (Tiptonvilie) T14551
A GOOD WOMAN This tall, White, submis—
sive transsexual, 40, 510", 145 Ibs., slim,
loves to cook, clean, and take care of a
man.. I‘m very feminine and passable, and
I‘ll do things to you that other Ladies won‘t.
I‘d love to be a full time wife. 6232
FRISKY FRIEND This frisky, White male,
seeks another guy, 18 to 28, for hot times.
(Memphis) @14063

HORNY FOR HAIRY I‘m a good looking, |
horny, 40 year old, White male, 5410, with
Blond hair, Blue eyes, a beard, and a mod—
erately, hairy body. I‘m into other big, hairy
guys. (Memphis) T9043
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1—800—546—MENN
CELEBRATE EVERY DAY I‘m interested in
someone, 27 to 45, who‘s tall, dark, and
who enjoys life. It wouldn‘t hurt if you were
also handsome, but I won‘t hold .you to that.
._
(Jackson). @12718

GET A JOB Slim, sexy,. Single, White male,
20, 55, 110lbs, with longish, Blond hair and
CLEAN SHAVEN AND SMOOTH? CALL
Brown eyes; into the outdoors, long trips, ~ME I‘m a GWM, 541"; clean shaven,
music, and dirt bikes, seeks an employed, ~ smooth, 145, slim and I am looking to serv—
Single, White male, 24 to 40, with similar
ice other Guys in the area. You should be
interests. (Memphis) #14238
under 35, slim, clean shaven, smoothand
young. (Memphis) @19997
INTERESTING ENDEAVOR I‘m a good
natured guy searching for interesting people
OUT OF THE COUNTRY This small, slen—
to strike up friendships with. A relationship
der,
country boy, 20, 55, 115ibs, withlong,
is possible if 1 meet the fight man.
Blond hair, Brown eyes, and a milky, White
(Memphis) @14383
complexion, seeks a Single, White male,
SEEKING SOMETHING SPECIAL? I‘m a
ho can take me out of this small town and
Single Gay White Male, 45, 6‘2", 198 lbs.,
show me a real good time. I like drawing,
hairy, built, well—endowed, with brown hair,
art, and the outdoors. (Henderson) T13144
green eyes, and a mustache. | have a
Master‘s in music and do massage work in
POSSIBLE LIVE—IN. Friendly, Gay, Black
my area.. I‘m looking for a serious—minded
male, a youthful 46, 57, 165lbs, with a slim
individual to be a friend, a travel companion,
build, medium, Brown skin and Brown eyes,
and. maybe—more. No head—gamers, jokers,
seeks a Gay, White or Asian male, for
or phonies. | want to meet a nice, decent
friendship, dating, and a possible live—in
Guy. (Memphis) 7093
relationship. 1 enjoy. television, movies,
music, theater, the arts, dancing, and much
more. A light drinker is fine but no smoking,
please. (Memphis) 713880

-800-71
$1.99/Mln. Must6-2868
Be 18+

LONGING TO SHARE Good looking, 25
year old, Black male, 55, 162ibs, with Black
hair and Brown eyes, seeks someone for
friendship or more. My hobbies include
spending time outdoors, dancing, clubbing,
shopping, cooking, and sharing. (Trenton)
©9076

FORBIDDEN THINGS This Gay White Male
is looking for other Men who will do hot, for—
bidden things to me. I‘m available evenings,
and can‘t wait to meet some big, hot, horny
Males. (Memphis) #17528 j

AT THE WATER‘S EDGE I‘m a Gay White

BEST FOOT FORWARD I‘m interested in
meeting a guy who shares my fascination
for feet and socks. I love ‘em. This attractive,
Gay, White male, 59, 155lbs, with Blond
hair and Blue eyes, is most attracted to guys
around my size, between 25 and 45. A rela—
tionship is possible ‘with the right guy.
(Memphis) 9292

and haze! eyes. 1 like to dance, eat, fide
around, and go to the lake. I‘m hoping to
ship and a possible long—term relationship.
Looks are unimportant. (Harrisonville)
217322

§

ARE YOU OUT THERE? I‘m a Bi White
Male, 30 years old, looking for a friendship,
or maybe even more, in the Nashville area.
1

want someone to

hang out with.

(Nashville) #17364
I WANT YOU I‘m a Gay White Male, 33 year
old, 511", 165 lbs, blonde haired, blue eyed
hunk with a goatee, mustache. I‘m seeking

NEW TO MEMPHIS I‘m a Gay White male,
well—educated, successful, and financially
secure. I‘m a young 46, with short brown
hair, seeking the same for fun, friendship,
and possibly more. No strings (Memphis)
214576

other hot Guys in Nashville for friendship or

HOT BOTTOM GUY This 28 year old Gay
White Male is 59" tall and weighs 170
pounds. He‘s looking for a hot top Guy Cali
today! @17062

or Black male, for a friendship that may lead

AIMING TO PLEASE I‘m a Gay White Male
EXCITED ABOUT LIFE My name is Chris.
in my 40‘s, new to the area and looking for
I‘m a.White Male in my late 40‘s who has an
friendship and possibly. more.
I‘m «attractive yet rugged look. I‘m seeking mas—
Professional, well—educated, and have a
culine men between 30—40 for friendship,
slender build and short brown hair. I aim to
good times and a long: term relationship.
please, no strings. (Memphis) #17447
317222

EXTRA ORDINARY I‘m a healthy, good
looking, African American male, 31, 6‘2,
215lbs, seeks a loving, compassionate guy,
24 to 36, with a love of life and good sense .
of humor. I like being outdoors, going out to
eat, and a little romance. Let‘s go for some—
thing a little out of the ordinary. (Memphis)
©8411

Male, 24, 57", 340 lbs, with short blond hair

meet a Single White Male, 20—35, for friend—
DON‘T ASK, DONT TELL I‘m a very dis—
creet single White Male in my 30‘s. I‘m look—
ing for other discreet White Males in their
30‘s, for really hot times. (Memphis)
©18001

GROUP WITH GUSTO I‘m a fun loving, in
shape, Bi, White male, 6‘2, 180lbs, with
Brown hair, Brown eyes, and average fea—
tures. I‘d like to meet two or three other Bi,
White males for regular, weekly encounters.
(Union City) 28845

possible long — term relationship. (Nashville)
©17717 ,
BUTCH IT— UP, DUDE I‘m a Black male, just
moved to Nashwlle looking for a Hispanic
to special relationship. I‘m thin built, straight
acting, Black, and nice looking. Please be
straight acting also. (Nashville)

NO CLUB MEN I‘m a young, 35, 5‘9", 155,
masculine, B M in good shape, looking for a
straight top M who is not into the bar scene.
You must like hard B M, discression is also
a must. (Nashville) 919892

INDEPENDENT SPIRIT This nice, honest,
sincere, Gay male, 26, 6ft, 145lbs, seeks
someone to become friends, and possibly
more with. i‘m independent, well rounded,
down to earth, and open to trying new
things. I like movies, going out to eat, relax—
ing at home, and socializing. (Memphis)
TB74G6
PRIVATE SHOW I‘m a professional, Gay,
White male, Transvestite, in my early 40‘s,
5‘7, 135lbs, with a smooth, toned, sculpted,
swimmer‘s build. I‘d like to meet other clean
cut, professional, Gay, White males and
Transvestites, for fun. I enjoy cultural events,
dinners, and going to. the show clubs.
(Memphis) 8546
PROFESSORIAL PAL Athletic college pro—
fessor, 53, 56, 155lbs, into snowskiing, ice
skating, rollerblading, hiking, classical
music, vegetarian food, swimming, theater,
open and honest conversation, cuddling, 5
long term relationships, and making friends,
seeks a Gay, White male, 25 to 40, who‘s
healthy, responsible, and able to share his
feelings, for friendship or more. (Memphis)
©8351 _
WAY TO TREAT A LADY Handsome, well
hung, Black male, 6ft, 215lbs, seeks
Transvestites who love to dress up in
women‘s clothes. Call me and get with a
real man. (Memphis) @13129

PLACE Your FREE AD NOW, CALL 1—800—546—MENN— LET MANFINDER® DO THE REST’
00—976—7
Call the—9
900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrievemessages. Customer Service: 612—373—9783 Only
$199 per minute 18+

AM 071/6—26—98

MANFINDER®

Memphis

Personals

Talking Personals! Hundreds of guys to choose from! Call Now!

TAKE A CHANCE Tired of the city life? Then
let this 35—year—old Gay White country Boy
show you how to enjoy the good things in life.
I‘m 57", 127 lbs,. with brown hair, brown
eyes, and have a hairy chest. I love dining
out, movies, swimming, and hiking, and you
should have almost the same interests. Let‘s
be friends first, then maybe more after that.
(Dayton) 217375

There are many more
ads available on the
system. Use the
browse option
next time you
call...

BIG RIG This masculine, good looking,
White male, 49, 6ft, with Salt and ‘Pepper
hair, has over 9 inches and is seeking similar
men with similar equipment. (Memphis)
©9510
ORAL SATISFACTION ONLY I‘m a 28 year
old, Bi curious, Straight Male, 6‘0", with
brown hair and eyes. I‘m looking for Guys to
service, right now I am just interested in oral
satisfaction. If anyone is interested in that,
call me. (Clarksville) @18629

00—976—7447
$1.99/min. Must be 18+

FORGET GOLDILOCKS I‘m a 28—year—old
baby bear, 58", with a short brown mustache
and goatee, in search of a papa bear to keep
me warm. 315559
NEW TERRITORY I‘m a Bi—curious Married
White Male, 28, 57", 140 lbs., with blonde
hair and blue eyes. I‘ve never been with a
Man before, and I need someone to show me
the ropes and help me see what I‘ve been
missing.
Let‘s be discrete. (Clarksville)
415259
INTENSELY CURIOUS I‘m an attractive, Bi
curious, White male, 29, 6ft, 190lbs, with
Brown hair and eyes. I‘m interested in finding
out what I‘ve been missing. I‘ll travel as far as
Nashville to meet a nice guy. (Crossville)

ORAL FIXATION? This good looking, well
endowed, 27 year old, White male needs to
meetaguy into oralsex. (Columbia)
MANLY IN MEMPHIS This rugged, White
SMOOTH OPERATOR This good looking, 30
male, new to Memphis and the Gay lifestyle,
year old, White male, seeks someone for oral
service, at their place, after work. You should 40, with Brown hair and eyes, seeks another
be 18 to 35, have a smooth body, and prefer—
masculine, outdoorsy guy, 35 to 50, who‘s
ably be in the military. (Clarksville) 214181
financially secure and interested in manly
TAKE IT EASY Me and my partner, in our pursuits like camping and fishing. (Memphis)
mid 40‘s, live on a farm outside Clarksville.
©11988
C
We‘re around 5‘11, 170lbs, nice looking, laid _
back, and fun loving. We‘re into light smoke
GOTTA FIND OUTThis curious, White male,
and drink. We‘d like to meet other guys seek—
37,
58, 170lbs, would like to meet a Gay
ing fun times, and safe sex, without any
couple for a new experience. (Memphis)
complications. (Clarksville) 212713
@11914
GREAT EXPECTATIONS If you. expect
more, you get more. This good looking, White
JUST YOU AND ME Healthy, professional,
male, in my late forties, 6ft, 170lbs, seeks
smoke and drug free, Gay, White male, 53,
good times with one or more, Black or White
56, 145lbs, with Grey hair and Brown eyes,
males.: You must be well built and masculine.
Hairy body a plus. (Columbia) @13654
is home oriented, neat, nurturing, and affec—
tionate.
I‘m interested in politics, travel, the
BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP | need a young,
arts, reading, and more. I‘d like to meet a
Gay, White male, 24 to 30. This 23 year old,
White male, 511, 1901bs, clean shaven, with
retired, or professionally mobile, Gay, White
Blond hair and Blue eyes, likes movies,
male,
of any age, for a strictly monogamous
camping, hiking, and live music. I hope you
relationship.
(Memphis) @12364
have a sense of humor and are relationship
minded. (Memphis) 8585
SAFE BUT SEXY This well hung, 50—ish,
WE ARE BEAUTY This beautiful, Gay, Black White male, 5511, 185lbs, seeks someone,
male, seeks another beautiful, Gay male,
30 to 40, for some hot, safe sex. (Memphis)
White or Black person, who is 24 to 34, 511
©12028
to 6‘4, open minded, masculine, and a top.
(Memphis) #11361
FACIAL HAIR FETISH Very masculine, 32
yearold, White male, 57, 150lbs, with sandy,
Blond hair, a mustache, and a smooth, cut
chest, seeks tops with facial hair, who are
under6ft tall, and weigh less than 200lbs.I‘m
not into the Gay lifestyle but am very com—
fortable with myself. l enjoy trucks, stereos,
movies,. eating out, and much more.
1 800-7162868
$1.99/Min. Must Be 18+
(Memphis) #11719
*

WARM EMBRACE Handsome, 29 year old,
White male, 5‘9, 135lbs, with Blond hair and
Blue eyes, seeks a White male, 18 to 28,
who‘s trustworthy, honest, and wants to be
© friends or more. I enjoy dining out, outdoor
activities, and cuddlingin front of the tv.
(Jackson) @1 1609
ARKANSAS
ARTS AND ADVENTURE This good look—
ing, tall, dark haired, hairy, White male, loves
to be outdoors, meet new people, enjoy the
arts, and spend quiet evenings at home. Let‘s
get to know each other. (Fayetteville)
©13833
f
COUCH CARESS This handsome, muscu—
lar, White male, 5%8, 175lbs, with Brown hair
and Green eyes, new to the area, seeks
other fit, attractive, White or Hispanic males,
for fun and friendship. I love horseback rid—
ing, the outdoors, and cuddling in front of the
fire watching a video. (Little Rock) @13802
WHERE IS THE LOVE? | guess I‘ve been
looking for love in all the wrong places
because I haven‘t been able to find it! This
attractive, 38 year old, White male, hopes
you‘ll call soon. #13479
SAY NO MORE I‘m looking for a young, hung
man, for sex and love. Give me a call so we
can meat. 413442

MANFINDER®
AGAIN AND AGAIN Handsome, 53 yearold,
Gay, White male, 6ft, 160lbs, with Sait and
Pepper hair, a mustache, and cleft chin,
seeks another fun loving guy for good times.
I‘m definitely a bottom so it‘d help if you like
to take charge. I enjoy the outdoors, garden—
ing, movies, reading, music, and quiet nights
at home. (Fayette County) ©2376
SHOPPING SPREE This attractive, fun lov—
ing, Black male, 24, 559, with a short, low
haircut, and Brown eyes, likes meeting new
people, reading, and shopping. I want to
make some interesting new friends.
(Humboldt) 9405
ALL IN A LIFETIME Fit, good looking, 28
year old, White male, seeks another attrac—
tive, White male, 23 to 32, who enjoys
movies, biking, outdoor sports, and spending
long nights together. (Nashville) 11610
ACRY FOR BI GUYS it‘s hard to find Bi;
Black, and Hispanic guys, in this area. Im a
very attractive, well educated, Black male,
25, 6ft, 230lbs, with a husky build. Let‘s hook
up and see what happens. (Germantown)
©9160
SOULMATE SEARCHING I‘m a 36 year old,
Gay, White male, 5‘9, 210lbs, with light,
Brown hair and Blue eyes..! was just trans—
ferred here so I don‘t know anyone yet. I‘d
like. to meet other Gay, White males, for
friendship and fun. Who knows, maybe I‘ll
meet my soulmate? (South Haven) #11540
INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN Hot booted
cowboy, 65, 215lbs, with a short crewcut,
trimmed mustache and beard, and a well
built, hairy body, is into unusual fantasies.
Lately, I‘ve been thinking aboutfinding a well
built man and pretending I‘m 3 inches tall so
I can easily explore every inch of him. I wear
size 12D boots. (Memphis)

PLACE Your FREE ap Now,! CALL

A NATURAL FIT African American bottom,
in my early 30‘s, seeks a masculine, African
American top, 25 to 40, who‘s fun loving,
trustworthy, and willing to be friends before
we get too serious. You should be discreet
and a non drug user. (Memphis) @10975
THE TAN MAN This discreet,, safe, good
looking, 20— year old, White male, 511,
168lbs, with Brown hair, Brown eyes, and a
great tan, seeks a similar guy, who doesn‘t
smoke, for good times and stuff. (Memphis)
©10272
PARIS PAL I‘m looking for someone to go
outwith. I like shooting pool, dancing, camp—
ing, fishing, watching movies, traveling, and
more. I‘m a good looking, hairy, White male,
511, 148lbs, with dark, Brown hair, a mus—
tache and trimmed beard, and a deep tan.
(Paris) ©9961
SEXY CEO TYPE? This Single, Black male,
seeks a strong, good looking, ‘well built,
extremely masculine, professional, Black
male, who‘s intelligent discreet, aggressive,
and able to travel 1 prefer tall, bald headed

BLACK ENCOUNTER This sexy, Black
male, neither top nor bottom, but very versa
tile, seeks to meet other Black men for stim—
ulating and positive, Black encounters. I‘ll
travel within a 20 mile radius of Little Rock for
a promising prospect. (Little Rock) ©12914
YOUNG, HOT, HORNY I‘m a slim, Gay 18
year old Male who likes the outdoors and
hanging out—with friends.
I‘m looking for
other Guys who are 18—22 years of age.
(Little Rock) 17861

BE OUR 3RD WHEEL We are a Gay White
Couple looking for very hot Men to have a
good time with. We are both very good look—
ing, one thick, one not so thick, one bottom,
one top and we are very muscular. (Biloxi)
©17953

To

browse

hot

men

guys, 30 to 45, who weigh less than 185ibs.
Please only respond if you‘re able to travel
because I| live in Cleveland (Memphis)

@s31937

in

your

#

THEY LOVE ME AT THE GYM This very
handsome, broad shouldered, popular, 30
year old, White male, 510, 165ibs, with long,
Blond hair, Blue eyes, smooth skin, and a
great build, seeks similar, muscular, athletic,
Blond males, with big, ticklish feet.
(Memphis) ©9848

area,

Call:

1—900—976—7447
FULFILL THE URGE What‘s up? This 25—
year—old Afro—American bottom is looking for
a dominant Black or Hispanic top who‘s well—
endowed. I‘m looking for friendship and pos—
sibly more. #15103

Now!

1—800—546—MENN— LET MANEINDER® Do THE REST!

—900—976—7447
Call the 900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages. Customer Service: 612—373—9783 Only $1.99 per minute. 18+.

AM 071/6—26—98

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non— old world charm, elegance & romance.
hours, by appointment, outcall only. Per—
commercialads FREE. Limitof30 words
Picturesque tree—covered hollow. The
sonalized gift certificates available.
(including address or phone number)
Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, Eureka Springs,
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—
and a $2.00 charge for the use of our AR 72632, (501) 253—9010.
_
9768.
_.
P.O. Box. Please specifyif you want to
Wanted: Personal Masseur, in or out
GrapHics/PHoTOGRAPHY
use our P.O. Box. Commercial ads are
Bud Bear Illustrations: Pen and ink and
charged at the rate of 20¢ per word,
marker erotic sketches of men iinleather.
$3.00 minimum: Phone numbers and « Call 732—5212 for price quotes and size
._ zip codes are free. Deadline for ads is — of picture and mats.
the 15th of each month. Send to Tri
Guipes
angle Journal News, Box 11485 Mem—
Gloryholes List!Bestlocations in Ten—
phis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds must nessee to give or get oral satisfaction!
be submitted in writing and must in—
Hot studs, construction workers, col—
clude your name and a telephone num—
lege jocks, heated businessmen,
ber where you can be reached to verify leathermen, active athletes and other
the ad. If you would like a copy of the
guys are anxiousto meet you. Com:
issue youradappears in, please send plete list of Gloryholes mailed back in
$1.00 to cover postage.
plain discreet envelope. Please be @
ANNOUNCEMENTS
18yo+. To order your guide(s), send _‘
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TJNan—
$5.00: Metroplex—TJN, Box 451781,
nouncements and classifieds will not
Los Angeles, CA 90045. Alsoavailable:
automatically be re—run. Announce—
SoCal, NoCal, Seattle, Chicago, Ve—
ments and classifieds must be re—sub—
gas, Arizona, Denver, New Orleans,
mitted each month, in writing, by the
Carolina, OH—IN, Fk, NYC, TX, Kansas
15th of the month.
f
City, KS; Philly; MD (at $5.00 each).
Bro & BrEakrast
Hreur WanteD
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
Boys4hire Escort Service is currently
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
hiring great looking guys. Minimum
sive resort for men & women. Hot tub.
age: 18. Great earning potential. If in—
calls, noli—
Country club privileges. Greenwood
terested, you must send us an e—mail
cense required,
Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka
with a Number to call you at. Also, we
competitive rates paid.
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
need a photo of you (any type OK).
Send photo, location, phone
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breaktfast—Circa
Boys4hire@aol.com.
number, details to: P.O. Box 172071,
1896. Located on Eureka Springs His—
MassacE Services
Memphis, 38187.
toric District loop close to downtown
YOU DESERVE THE BEST. California
shops & restaurants. Completely reno—
MopeLs
trained, certified body—worker offering
vated for comfort but still maintaining its
Boys4hire Escort Service. Great look—
therapeutic and sports massage. 14,

ing guys available. All ages (18+) and
all types. Best looking studs in Mem—
phis. For more info, check out our
profile
and
email
us
at:
aol.com.

Master ISO Slave. Dominant 35—year—
old W/M, 165#, nice chest hair, looking
for a young, 18—22ish, submissive,
smooth bodied, W/M about 140#, with
boyish looks and mannerisms. Skinny a
plus. No diseases. Phone: 323—1521—
PERSONALS
Mr. Paul.
,
GWM, 28, 5‘5", 150%,
MEET
GAY
COUPLES
AND
3—SOMES.
seeks someone in or
Record,
listen
and
respond
to hot per—
close to Clarksdale,
sonal
ads
FREE!
18+
The
Confidential
MS, to have fun with.
Connection®901—529—9800. code: 9019.
Write: Jim, P.O. Box
MEET LOCAL MEN TONIGHT! FREE
924, Clarksdale, MS
to
browse & respond to Personal ads.
38614.
(901)
565—0006 Use Pub. 333 (18+).
GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200%,
MEMPHIS MEN!!! 100% Local!!! Meet
good—looking, long hair
other Men in the Memphis area. FREE
with hazel—blue eyes, in
to Browse & Respond to Ads. (901)
good health, seeking GWM,
565—0006 Pub. 334 (18+).
21—30, slick, slim & sexy for
ORAL
IN MEMPHIS. Meet local guys
romantic lover. Will be waiting to
discreetly
on The Confidential Connec—
hear from you. Call anytime (601) 343—
tion®.
Record,
listen and respond to hot
5102. MS.
personal
ads
FREE!!!
18+ 901—529—9800
Hairpiece Wearer? Meet Hot
code: 9020.
Men.
wWww.—
Small Endowed? Prefer guys whoare? —
thecamou—
Hundreds nationwide. For Details—
flageclub.—
SASE
to: SMALL, POB 610294,
com. Cool:
Bayside,
NY 11361—0294.
p r o du ct
Unique
GWM,
28, seeking other GWMs,
catalog
18—30,
in
touch
with feminine side who
Free. 888—
likes
alternative/Gothic
music. Let‘s walk
760—8108.
this
dark
passage
together
my kindred
Help me find
spirit.
Call
Bryan:
526—6306.
long—los t
RentALs
friend, Gary
Rent: 1 bedroom condo in Bryton Tow:
Lisk
from
ers._Downtown view. $450/month in—
Senatobia. Know
cludes utilities. Available August 1. 276—
where
he is? Ask him to
6151
—
contact Jack in Oxford: (601) 234—1258.

Meetings at
(

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
%a ICCPC (Made/e {x/

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
10:00 pm
8:00 pm

Discussion
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Twelve Step Study
Big Book Study
Discussion
Discussion

(Last Suiiday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)

the news.

Friday

8:00 pm

Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

Open Heart (Al—Anon)

ADprREss
city
PHONE

Discussion (Open).
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
Thursday

NAME

STATE ____ ZIP
f

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

fResltan or heterosexual‘
Tfoe caopresmon 0/

your ﬂawed/ﬁg? 14 a yﬁ
ﬁrm?

Dod in ”14/2120; ard

fer/day ﬂ/ ffﬁ/M/zd/ff/w,

fatty/d“; 44 a ﬁ/xﬂé
ﬂ/ ggyd,

ﬂdé'ﬂ/zd arerd

ﬁfe/249 within thre
g/ee'dm/ea/ Church.

ffthrd} 43 a ”ﬁx Lo
/7/zr/ comm unitly ard
soprorl.
Integrity offer)
onportunitred ﬁr (gran/(11
prayer, ﬁe'wm/d/fye arrl
aﬂf/yﬂ/ﬂ/Lfé'fzy,

fatqrd}; meols every
third Tucsitlay of the
monifi at gaff/2031,
g/Z/JM/yzez/ glen/Z
ﬁeM/Lf/J

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
%
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
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465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
269—3480.
scripts, etc. # 795—4308.
> ~0521.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
J.W. HMustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles »
Square Dance Club e Meets Thurs., 7pm
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
homes # 386—8193.
:
# 743—8945.
:
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church» 3956
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357— Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 = 454—
— Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
1921.
é
1411.
$
narian, Memphis Area = (901) 324—
1567.
. The Mid—Towners Bowling League: # RK Photo: Black & white photograp
hy,
3425.
For emergency care call # (901)
Crossroads: African American Gaymen‘s
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
processing & printing services. Full color
533—5084.
f
motivation/support/social group. Meets
James Bailey.
f
§
post
card advertising. Call = 452—2766 David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
1st & 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
ADULT BOOKSTORES
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
pliance repair # 274—7011.
1902 Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Airport Bookmart®: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
Memphis 38174—1082.
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327— Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
crpegues @ aol.com.
345—0657.
5
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
3760
f
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Cherokee Adult Book Store®: 2947 Lamar 4F: Leather/Levi group » 3663 Appling
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
Hotel) # 726—5910.
f
Lake Dr., Bartlett 38133.
# 744—7494,
clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980. Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North — Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
M 38152 =
278—5825 email:
meditation classes # 682—0855. —
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Pop—
White Station # 683—9649.
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
lar, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or # UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454
and commu—
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
278—AIDS.
:
7765.
:
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F. AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
2853.
Gay &Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®: 2432
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Love Song Greetin? Cards: Specializing
7431
(24
hr.
help
&information
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
for
Les—
Summer # 323—2665.
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
bians, Gays, ‘transvestites &
study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison # 726— WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
transexuals).
N
9443.
396—9050.
§
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800— McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
= 678—3339.
vice &. repair, Heating & A/C. e 1447
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
4513.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 324—.
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm « c/o Cal—
Tammy‘s #4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373— —
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
GAYS » 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30— Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
—
5760.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish»
11pm.
§
525—6602.
§
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Human Rights Campaign: # 327—2677,
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Into
The
COUNSELING
SERVICES
;
Light
(Women‘s
AA):
Memphis
Amnesia®*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave., — jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
LINC: = 725—8895.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem— Ste. 315 = 726—1284.
Autumn Street Pub®: 1349 Autumn #
evenings or weekends.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group & . Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
phis
Lambda
Center.=
901—427—1500
2748010.
_
3
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
for information.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
« house sitting by competent, caring couple
Fully
Alive!
Suicide
&
Crisis
Intervention:
=
274—
A
Living
center
Word
for
personal
Christian
enrich
Church:
Worship
5522.
$
# 726—6198.
7477.
&
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm*
Bourbon Street Cafe:éln the French Quar—
Transvestite—Transexual National Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis =
Schlicksup,
MA.
Individual,
couples
&
340
N
Garland
#
276—0577.
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Business: 377—1075. .
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am,
grorlip therapy. #323—2078 » Sliding fee
Loving‘Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
Mon.—Sat.).
j
scale.
f
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
9321.
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual,; couple &
LEGAL SERVICES
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—9078.
3998.
&
©
3368,
Memphis,
family
counseling,
rebirthing
#
761—3435.
TN
38173
#
725—6730.
The
Hoglund
Law
Firm
at
Memphis:
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
165 Star Search Video*: 1411
Patricia
Poplar
Ave #
Goshorn,
Memphis
M.Ed.:
Area
Licensed
Gay
Youth
Psy—
(MAGY):
PO
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 # ‘_ 272—STAR.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook = 274—8655.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 #
chological Counselor»Simmons, Kelman
526—7526 (24 hrs).
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870 The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson *
335—MAGY for info,
e—mail:
# 458—9955,
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 = 358—
316
= 369—6050.
__
97
@
hotmail.com;
Union Ave # 274—6824.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909. —
2089.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
website
:www.geocities
.
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
com.westhollywood/1772/.
N. Main,§Ste 2518 = 526—0809.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
767—1066..
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N. TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
9839.
$
Gatewood # 481—7900.
j
Memphis 38111—1094 # 756—2687, e— Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
‘
N—cognito*: 338 South Front = 523—0599.
Tom
Webb
Ins.:
Insuring
in
the
Gay
and
—
Couple
Counseling,a
#761—9178.
mail:
aol.com.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
Memphis Center for Reproductive K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling — 5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
(6673).
2170.
Health:
1462:
Service,
1835
Union,
Ste.
101
=
726—
Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Jason 0. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
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Now Oen For Lunch'
Monday throughFriday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Happy Hour 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., $2.50 Frozen Drinks
Sunday Brunch:; Noon until 3 p.m.
Dinner: Sunday through Wednesday 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
Thursday through Saturday 5 p.m.to 3 a.m.
2865 Walnut Grove Road, Memphis, TN 38111
Please call us at (901) 458—9955, for take—out orders,or for special seating for groups of 8
or more.

“Steamy Sapphic Stuff"
57LovedSex
Author of Dreams ofthe Woman Who
ACROSS
1 Tilex target
5 Auctioneer‘s word
6061 Kate
ShowBoatcomposerJerome
9 Macho man
Clinton‘sforte
13 Forearm bone
62
Where
Eve erred
14 Enola Gay‘s load
63
Mouth
off
16 Tommy with a Tony
64Townshend
ofTheBurtWho
17 Author of Sapphistry: The Book of
65
Robin
portrayer
Lesbian Sexuality
19 Critic and theater director
— DOWN
231 Dined
TheHammerofGodauthor
ArthurC. ___
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an
S&M
session,
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45 They‘re
not PC?
.—
pal
___—Wan Kenobi
786 WhatJack
SpratandcouldSuffragist
eat Davison
Poet
Dickinson
lobby
9 Lieu.
31 Kind of queen
10
Gets steamycreature?
suddenly, asthe weather
33 Colt offspring
11
One—horny
34 Founder of On Our Backs Lesbian
1215 Becomes
Respectability
erotic magazine
more like Patrick Stewart, in a
38 Private Benjamin star
way
40 Word with fruit or tuna
*
18 Stoplight colors
41 "___ Got a Crush on You". _
22 Positive particle
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{17>
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110
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Theme:

42 Network acquired by Disney
45 It‘s opposite IX on clocks
46 Flammable ‘70s item
49 Author of Lesbian Sex
52 Daily grind
53 Gay and straight
54 Occurrence
56 Antony‘s love

25 Morales of Bad Boys
26 Not wild
31 Big Trouble in Little China actor Dennis
32 Tummy muscles
33 Third degree? —
34 Crew necks, e.g.
35 Thin as a ___
36 Gold—medal
fi
figure skater Kulik
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f
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34
38

[39 .

41
49
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56
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37 One putting on a spare tire?
38 Robs a plane in flight
39 Anne of Green Gables locale —
42 With 43—Across, Mildred Pierce actress
43 See 42—Across
44 Arise, as the sun
46 Starr of cartoons
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g1 abed uo

Bentley
20 Rainbow producer
f
21 Part of GLAAD
23 ___ out a living
24 Author of Sex for One: The Joy of
Selfloving
27 __ Moines
;
28 Hockey star Tikkanen
29 Nine—digit ID :
30 Leading D.C. Gay

13

Fusmes

47 Patricia Nell Warren‘s The Front ___
48 Go to a 54—Across
50 Lunch hours
51 1972 Bill Withers hit
55 A Room With a ___
58 Barracks bed
59 Forty—niner‘s find

